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ABSTRACT

As the mobile phone is an essential accessory for everyone nowadays, predistortion for the RF power amplifiers in mobile phone systems becomes more and more popular. Especially, new predistortions for power amplifiers with both nonlinearities and memory effects interest the researchers. In our thesis, novel predistortion techniques are presented for this purpose. Firstly, we improve the digital injection predistortion in the frequency domain. Secondly, we are the first authors to propose a novel predistortion, which combines digital LUT (Look-up Table) and injection. These techniques are applied to both two-tone tests and 16 QAM (Quadrature Amplitude Modulation) signals. The test power amplifiers vary from class A, inverse class E, to cascaded amplifier systems.

Our experiments have demonstrated that these new predistortion techniques can reduce the upper and lower sideband third order intermodulation products in a two-tone test by 60 dB, or suppress the spectral regrowth by 40 dB and reduce the EVM (Error Vector Magnitude) down to 0.7% rms in 16 QAM signals, disregarding whether the tested power amplifiers or cascade amplifier systems exhibit significant nonlinearities and memory effects.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACPR</td>
<td>Adjacent Channel Power Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADC</td>
<td>Analog-to-Digital Converter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>Amplitude Modulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANFIS</td>
<td>Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>Artificial Neural Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMA</td>
<td>Auto-Regressive Moving Average filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td>Back Propagation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPF</td>
<td>Band Pass Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDMA</td>
<td>Code Division Multiple Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMOS</td>
<td>Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAC</td>
<td>Digital-to-Analog Converter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>Direct Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECT</td>
<td>Digital Enhanced Cordless Telecommunications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSP</td>
<td>Digital Signal Processing/Processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUT</td>
<td>Device Under Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDET</td>
<td>Envelope DETector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPD</td>
<td>Envelope Predistorter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVM</td>
<td>Error Vector Magnitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIR</td>
<td>Finite Impulse Response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIS</td>
<td>Fuzzy Inference System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPGA</td>
<td>Field Programmable Gate Array</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>Global Positioning System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSM</td>
<td>Global System for Mobile communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
<td>Integrated Circuit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF</td>
<td>Intermediate Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIR</td>
<td>Infinite Impulse-Response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM3</td>
<td>Third -order InterModulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM3L</td>
<td>Lower Third-order InterModulation product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM3U</td>
<td>Upper Third-order InterModulation product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTI</td>
<td>Linear Time Invariant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUT</td>
<td>Look-Up Table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L+I</td>
<td>Look-up table plus Injection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Power Amplifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>Personal Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD</td>
<td>PreDistorter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLL</td>
<td>Phase Lock Loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>Phase Modulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QAM</td>
<td>Quadrature Amplitude Modulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QPSK</td>
<td>Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>Radio Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWT</td>
<td>Traveling Wave Tube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMTS</td>
<td>Universal Mobile Telecommunications System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMOD</td>
<td>Vector MODulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSA</td>
<td>Vector Signal Analyzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WLAN</td>
<td>Wireless Local Area Network</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the mobile phone is an essential accessory for everyone. Thus, researchers and engineers in communication technology are exploring new devices for wireless transceivers for the demanded market. The power amplifier is the key component in the transmitter. For a power amplifier, high power efficiency is a basic requirement because of the energy issue. At the same time, high linearity is more and more desirable today, to minimize the frequency interference and allow higher transmission capacity in wideband communication systems. The more linear the transmitters, the more user channels can be fitted in to the available spectrum. Particularly with the trend of mobile phone technology moving towards multi-band and multi-mode systems, where different wireless communication standards such as global positioning system (GPS), digital enhanced cordless telecommunications (DECT), global system for mobile communications (GSM), universal mobile telecommunications system (UMTS), Bluetooth and wireless local area network (WLAN) are to be integrated altogether. Power amplifiers with both excellent linearity and high power efficiency are increasingly essential in the transmitters. However, it is well known that high linearity will sacrifice the power efficiency in power amplifiers. The only solution for this problem is linearization. As a result, linearization techniques which allow power amplifiers to have both high power efficiency and high linearity, interest the researchers.

1.1 Power efficiency, linearity and linearization

All power amplifiers have nonlinear properties, which become dominant in their saturation range. On the other hand, the maximum power efficiency generally occurs
in their saturation range. The linearization scheme is to balance these two conditions, which is shown in Fig. 1-1.

The dashed line represents a general power amplifier (PA) transfer characteristic. It saturates at point C at the output port. Normally, it will be required to work at its maximum output power as high as C, in order to achieve high power efficiency. However, if we want the linearity as priority, it will have to be only working at the maximum input power at A. This will result in a large decrease of power efficiency which is not acceptable in most applications. This situation can be improved by a linearization scheme. The aim for linearization is to make most of the operating range of the power amplifier linear, which is shown as bold line in Fig. 1-1. After this correction, the amplifier can again work at input maximum power at B, which is close to its saturation, but with a linear performance. There are different kinds of linearization techniques which can implement this purpose. They can be categorized into analogue and digital means.
1.2 Analogue linearization

1.2.1 Feedback

The basic structure of feedback circuit is shown in Fig. 1-2.

![Figure 1-2 General feedback structure](image)

In this structure, the input signal is $x(t)$, the gain of the PA is $A$, the gain of the feedback loop is $-1/K$, and the distortion is $d(t)$ which is added after the gain of the PA.

The output can be obtained directly as:

$$y(t) = \frac{AK}{K + A} x(t) + \frac{K}{A + K} d(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.1)

If we assume that the amplifier gain is much greater than the feedback loop gain, i.e., $A \gg K$, (1.1) can be simplified to:

$$y(t) = K x(t) + \frac{K}{A} d(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.2)

From (1.2), we can see that the gain of the signal is lowered from $A$ down to $K$, and
the distortion will be significantly reduced by $K/A$.

A typical feedback loop for linearization techniques is Cartesian feedback, further detail can be found in [1].

### 1.2.2 Feed forward

Fig. 1-3 shows a feed forward linearization scheme [2].

![Figure 1-3 Feed forward linearization](image)

In the lower branch of the circuit, a sample of the input is subtracted from a sample of output of the main amplifier, to generate an error signal, or intermodulation products in the spectral domain. This error signal is amplified though an error amplifier, to have the same amplitude as the output error of the main amplifier. A time delay line is inserted between the two couplers in the upper branch, which make the errors from the two branches have 180 degree phase difference. The errors cancel each other in the last coupler, making the output linear again.
1.2.3 Limitation of these techniques

In the feedback predistortion, the output signal goes back to the subtractor through the feedback loop. This will take a certain time. When considering this delay of the feedback loop, the overall equation is:

\[ y(t) = Ax(t) - \frac{A}{K} y(t - \Delta t) + d(t) \]  

(1.3)

where \( \Delta t \) denotes the delay of the feedback loop. It is only when \( y(t) \) is equal or near to \( y(t - \Delta t) \), that (1.3) can equal to (1.1). In RF field, a small time delay can cause a great phase shift. Hence, the difference between \( y(t) \) and \( y(t - \Delta t) \) can be significant and fatal in an RF transmitter.

On the other hand, the feed forward technique has a power efficiency problem. The lower branch amplifier consumes a certain power. However, this output does not make a positive contribution, but a subtraction from the output of main amplifier. From the point of view of power, the error amplifier is making extravagant consumption. Practically, this kind of linearization (i.e. Feed forward) has 20% of power efficiency at best. This compares poorly with other linearization schemes such as predistortion, where efficiencies greater than 50% can be achieved.

1.3 Digital predistortion for linearization

Besides analogue linearization, there are different kinds of digital predistortion techniques. The basic idea is shown in Fig. 1-4.
The function $F(V_i)$ denotes the normalized digital predistortion transfer function, while the function $G(V_i)$ denotes the normalized amplifier transfer function. Mathematically, if $F(V_i)$ is the inverse function of $G(V_i)$, the overall output would become the same as the input, as proved in (1.4).

$$V_o = G(V_p) = G(F(V_i)) = G(G^{-1}(V_i)) = V_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.4)

Digital predistortion techniques have several advantages. Firstly, it does not have a loop nor delay issue. Secondly, it is operated before the amplifier, which means the signal processing does not consume large power. Thirdly, all the signal processing can be achieved in a DSP, making it much simpler in physical layout. Because of these advantages, we choose digital predistortion as the principle linearization technique in our research.

As shown in Fig. 1-4, and (1.4), predistortion can compensate nonlinearities in power amplifiers. However, RF power amplifiers also exhibit memory effects due to its components such as filters, matching elements, DC blocks and so on. Mathematically, memory effects will make the output of the amplifier depend not only on the simultaneous input signal, but also on the recent history of inputs. It can be also observed in spectrum asymmetry in a two-tone test. The predistortion function, like $F(V_i)$ in Fig.1-4, is vulnerable to memory effects, and needs to be further developed.
1.4 Scope of the thesis

This thesis investigates and implements published and novel techniques in digital predistortion linearization. The organization of this thesis is as follows:

Since the ideal digital predistorter is the inverse function of the power amplifier’s transfer characteristic, Chapter 2 will firstly review published models which describe the nonlinearities for the power amplifiers, and then their inverse models which perform as predistorters. Meanwhile, we will explore memory effects as well, which decrease the results of these digital linearization techniques. Further, we will introduce another digital predistortion technique named injection. We will analyze its mechanism and compare it with conventional digital predistortion.

After examining published injection techniques, we present our injection technique in Chapter 3 and 4. Chapter 3 will focus on its application in two-tone tests, while Chapter 4 will focus on 16 QAM wideband signals. In these two chapters, we will fully explore this injection technique, including its advantages, technical problems existing in related published work and our solutions. Hence, our novel injection yields further improvements in terms of intermodulation reductions in two-tone test cases and spectral regrowth reductions in wideband signal cases.

This new injection technique is firstly combined with LUT predistortion in Chapter 5. The aim is to make this new predistortion (L+I) inherit the advantages from LUT and injection. The overall performance is better than any single technique, in terms of adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR) and error vector magnitude (EVM) reduction. This has been demonstrated with a cascaded PA system which shows both significant nonlinearities and memory effects.
CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

This chapter generally outlines several published models of power amplifiers and predistorters.

2.1 Power amplifier modeling

The objective of linearization is to produce highly linear power amplifiers. Specifically, a perfect predistorter is an inverse model of the power amplifier. As a result, to explore various PA models is the priority of the research. The PA models can be divided into two general categories. One is the memoryless nonlinear model and the other is nonlinear with memory effect model [2].

2.1.1 Memoryless nonlinear power amplifier model

This kind of model only describes the nonlinearities that exist in the PA. In other words, in a two-tone test, the intermodulation products do not depend on the frequencies and tone spacing of the carriers. This kind of model is suitable to describe the PA response for single sine waves and narrow bandwidth signals.

2.1.1.1 AM/AM and AM/PM conversion

AM/AM and AM/PM conversion provide the basis for a well-know memoryless PA model. AM/AM describes the relationship between input power and output power,
while AM/PM describes the relationship between input power and output phase shift [3].

Suppose the input signal is:

\[ x(t) = r(t) \cos(\omega_0 t + \psi(t)) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

Where \( \omega_0 \) is the carrier frequency, and \( r(t) \) and \( \psi(t) \) are the modulated envelope and phase, respectively. The output signal written in the form of AM/AM \( (A(r)) \) and AM/PM \( (\Phi(r)) \) conversion is:

\[ y(t) = A[r(t)] \cos[\omega_0 t + \psi(t) + \Phi[r(t)]] \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

These conversions can be observed experimentally by inputting a sinusoidal signal into the PA [4]. Fig. 2-1 and Fig. 2-2 show example plots of AM/AM and AM/PM conversions.

![Figure 2-1 AM/AM conversion](image-url)
2.1.1.2 Memoryless polynomial model

The input-output relation of a memoryless PA can be written in the form of a polynomial:

\[ y = a_1x + a_2x^2 + a_3x^3 + a_4x^4 + a_5x^5 + ... \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

where \( x \) and \( y \) represent the input and output signal, and \( a \) are complex coefficients.

This model can calculate the two-tone test simply. If a two-tone signal is:

\[ x(t) = V \cos(\omega_1 t) + V \cos(\omega_2 t) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

We substitute (2.4) into (2.3), and get:

\[
\begin{align*}
y(t) &= a_1V[\cos(\omega_1 t) + \cos(\omega_2 t)] + a_2V^2[\cos(\omega_1 t) + \cos(\omega_2 t)]^2 \\
          &+ a_3V^3[\cos(\omega_1 t) + \cos(\omega_2 t)]^3 + a_4V^4[\cos(\omega_1 t) + \cos(\omega_2 t)]^4 \\
          &+ a_5V^5[\cos(\omega_1 t) + \cos(\omega_2 t)]^5 + ...
\end{align*}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.5)
All the resulting harmonic and intermodulation products are listed in Table 2-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order</th>
<th>Terms</th>
<th>$a_1V$</th>
<th>$a_2V^2$</th>
<th>$a_3V^3$</th>
<th>$a_4V^4$</th>
<th>$a_5V^5$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zero</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>9/4</td>
<td></td>
<td>25/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>$\omega_1$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9/4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\omega_2$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9/4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>$2\omega_1$</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$2\omega_2$</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\omega_1\pm\omega_2$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third</td>
<td>$3\omega_1$</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$3\omega_2$</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$2\omega_1\pm\omega_2$</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$2\omega_2\pm\omega_1$</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth</td>
<td>$4\omega_1\pm\omega_2$</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$4\omega_2$</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$3\omega_1\pm\omega_2$</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$3\omega_2\pm\omega_1$</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$2\omega_1\pm\omega$</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifth</td>
<td>$5\omega_1$</td>
<td>1/16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$5\omega_2$</td>
<td>1/16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$4\omega_1\pm\omega_2$</td>
<td>5/16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$4\omega_2\pm\omega_1$</td>
<td>5/16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$3\omega_1\pm2\omega_2$</td>
<td>5/8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$3\omega_2\pm2\omega_1$</td>
<td>5/8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-1 Two-tone intermodulation products up to fifth order

In narrow band systems, the even-order products cause less concern than the odd-order products, since they are out of band and can be filtered out easily. The two-tone test output spectrum close to the carriers is shown in Fig. 2-3.
Similarly, the multi-tone intermodulation distortion analysis by using memoryless polynomial model can be obtained, as shown in [5].

2.1.1.3 Saleh model (frequency-independent)

In 1981, Saleh proposed nonlinear models of TWT amplifiers— the Saleh model [6]. It still applies the AM/AM and AM/PM conversion. However, (2.2) gives two arbitrary functions of amplitude distortion $A(r)$ and phase distortion $\Phi(r)$, while Saleh model gives more explicit formulas by introducing four parameters, as shown in (2.6).

$$A(r) = \frac{a_0 r}{1 + \beta_a r^2}$$
$$\Phi(r) = \frac{a_0 r^2}{1 + \beta_\phi r^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.6)

Furthermore, he also proposed a practical model to implement the principle AM/AM and AM/PM conversions, as shown in Fig. 2-4.
\[ p(t) = P(r)\cos(\omega_0 t + \psi(t)) \]

\[ x(t) = r(t)\cos(\omega_0 t + \psi(t)) \]

\[ y(t) = p(t) + q(t) \]

\[ q(t) = -Q(r)\sin(\omega_0 t + \psi(t)) \]

Figure 2-4 Quadrature nonlinear model of PA in [6]

In Fig.2-4:

\[ P(r) = A(r)\cos[\Phi(r)] \]

\[ Q(r) = A(r)\sin[\Phi(r)] \quad (2.7) \]

Suppose the input is the same as (2.1), this model will give the output of:

\[ y(t) = p(t) + q(t) \]

\[ = P(r)\cos[\omega_0 t + \psi(t)] - Q(r)\sin[\omega_0 t + \psi(t)] \]

\[ = A(r)\cos[\Phi(r)]\cos[\omega_0 t + \psi(t)] - A(r)\sin[\Phi(r)]\sin[\omega_0 t + \psi(t)] \]

\[ = A(r)\cos[\omega_0 t + \psi(t) + \Phi(r)] \quad (2.8) \]

which is the same as (2.2).

### 2.1.2 Memory effects

Memory effects cause the amplitude and phase of distortion components to vary with the modulation frequency [7], hence generating asymmetry between intermodulation products.
Take the third order intermodulation products (IM3) for example. In a memoryless PA, according to Table 2-1, the lower and upper sideband IM3 levels are:

\[ IM3 = \frac{3}{4} a_3 V^3 \]  

Equation (2.9) shows that IM3 is not a function of tone spacing and that the upper and lower IM3 should have the same magnitude. But in some cases [8, 9], these IM3s are asymmetric, and their ratio changes as the tone spacing varies, and this is caused by memory effects.

Memory effects can have thermal or electrical origins. Thermal memory effects are caused by electro-thermal couplings, while electrical memory effects [10] are caused by the way the impedances seen by the baseband, fundamental and harmonic signal components vary with the modulation frequency. Both of these memory effects can affect modulation frequencies up to a few megahertz. As a result, PA models considering memory effects are more practical in wideband communication.

### 2.1.3 Nonlinear with memory effect power amplifier model

Different from the memoryless model, these models describe both of the nonlinearities and memory effects that exist in PAs.

#### 2.1.3.1 Frequency-dependent nonlinear quadrature model

Saleh also proposed a frequency-dependent model in [6], which is shown in Fig.2-5.
Fig. 2-5 is an extension of Fig. 2-4, which adds linear filters $H_{p/q}$ and $G_{p/q}$ in I and Q branches. For example, the signal passing through the in-phase branch can be divided into three steps: first, the input amplitude is scaled by $H_p(f)$; next, the resulting signal passes through the frequency-independent envelope nonlinearity $P_o(r)$; and finally, the output amplitude is scaled by $G_p(f)$. These three similar steps apply to the quadrature branch as well. The scaling coefficients $H_{p/q}(f)$ and $G_{p/q}(f)$ are sensitive to different frequencies, and make the model frequency-dependent.

Alternatively, Abuelma’Atti expands the in-phase and quadrature nonlinearities in Fig. 2-4, to the first order Bessel functions (2.10) [11]. The new model is shown in Fig. 2-6.

$$
P(r) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \gamma_{al} J_n\left(\frac{n \pi r}{D}\right) \cdot G_{al}(f)$$

$$
Q(r) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \gamma_{a0} J_n\left(\frac{n \pi r}{D}\right) \cdot G_{a0}(f)$$

(2.10)

In (2.10), $\gamma_{al(Q)}$ is used to provide a minimum mean-square fit to the samples of input and output two-tone tests of amplifiers while $G_{al(Q)}(f)$ is a filter which is sensitive to frequency. This model is more complicated compared with the Saleh
model. Due to its complexity, the choice of fitting functions is not addressed here.

\[
\begin{align*}
\gamma_1 &= J_1\left(\frac{\pi A}{D}\right) \\
\gamma_2 &= J_1\left(\frac{2\pi A}{D}\right) \\
\gamma_3 &= J_1\left(\frac{N\pi A}{D}\right)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
G_{1n}(f) \\
G_{2n}(f) \\
G_{3n}(f)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\gamma_1 &= J_1\left(\frac{\pi A}{D}\right) \\
\gamma_2 &= J_1\left(\frac{2\pi A}{D}\right) \\
\gamma_3 &= J_1\left(\frac{N\pi A}{D}\right)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
G_{1q}(f) \\
G_{2q}(f) \\
G_{3q}(f)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
V_{\text{IN}} &= A\cos(\omega t + \theta_0) \\
V_{\text{OUT}} &= F(A, \omega_0)\cos(\omega t + \theta_0 + \varphi(A, \omega_0))
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 2-6 Abuelma’Atti’s frequency-dependant Quadrature model in [11]

2.1.3.2 Clark’s ARMA model

Clark proposed an extension of the memoryless envelope model in [12]. This model applies an auto-regressive moving average (ARMA) filter at the input as shown in Fig.
The filter is an infinite impulse-response (IIR) filter (2.11), which makes it frequency-dependent.

\[ y(k) = \sum_{i=0}^{N} b_i x(k-i) - \sum_{i=1}^{N} a_i y(k-i) \]  

(2.11)

### 2.1.3.3 Volterra series

Mathematically, Volterra series is a universal nonlinear model with memory [2, 13], which can be expressed in (2.12):

\[
D(t) = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} D_n(t)
\]

\[
D_n(t) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \cdots \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} h_n(\tau_1, ..., \tau_n) x(t - \tau_1) \cdots x(t - \tau_n) d\tau_1 \cdots d\tau_n
\]

(2.12)

The functions \( h_n(\tau_1, ..., \tau_n) \) are nth-order Volterra kernels.
Practically, there is a serious drawback of the Volterra model, in that it needs a large number of coefficients to represent Volterra kernels. Therefore, it is derived into two special cases: memory polynomial model [13-17] and Wiener model [16].

Paper [18] proposed a Wiener system. It consists of several subsystems connected in parallel, as shown in Fig. 2-8.

![Parallel Wiener model](image)

**Figure 2-8 Parallel Wiener model in [18]**

Each subsystem has a linear time invariant (LTI) system with function of $H()$, followed by frequency-dependent complex power series with function of $F()$.

Suppose the envelope frequency is $\omega_m$, and the input signal is $z$, the functions of $F()$ is:

\[
F(z, \omega_m) = a_1(\omega_m)z + a_3(\omega_m)z^3 + \ldots + a_{2n-1}(\omega_m)z^{2n-1}
\]

(2.13)

where $a(\omega_m)$ are the coefficients of the frequency-dependent complex polynomial.

The LTI system $H()$ has the following characteristic function:
\[ H_i(\omega_m) = |H_i(\omega_m)|e^{j\Omega_i(\omega_m)} \]  

(2.14)

When an input signal \( A\cos(\omega_m t) \) is applied, the output is:

\[
y_p(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{p} \tilde{y}_i(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{p} F_i(z_i)
\]

\[
= \sum_{i=1}^{p} a_{1,i}(\omega_m)\zeta + a_{3,i}(\omega_m)\zeta^3 + \cdots + a_{2n-1,i}(\omega_m)\zeta^{2n-1}
\]

(2.15)

\[
= \sum_{i=1}^{p} \left[ a_{1,i}(\omega_m)\left|H_i(\omega_m)\right|\cos(\omega_m t + \Omega_i(\omega_m))\right] + \cdots + a_{1,2n-1,i}(\omega_m)\left|H_i(\omega_m)\right|\cos(\omega_m t + \Omega_i(\omega_m))^{2n-1}
\]

\[
= \sum_{i=1}^{p} \sum_{k=1}^{n} a_{2k-1,i}(\omega_m)\left|H_i(\omega_m)\right|\cos(\omega_m t + \Omega_i(\omega_m))^{2k-1}
\]

where \( p \) is the number of parallel branches and \( n \) is the order of polynomial.

The parameters of \( H() \) can be acquired using cross-correlation function of the input. The complex coefficients \( a_{2k-1,i} \) are determined to minimize the mean square error between the outputs from simulation system and samples from the real device.

A memory polynomial model is proposed in [15], which is shown in Fig. 2-9. When compared with the Wiener model in [18], this model uses sparse delay taps on each parallel subsystem instead of LTI, and the functions are memory polynomials.
Suppose the discrete complex input is $x[l]$, the function of $F()$ is:

$$F_q(x[l]) = \sum_{k=1}^{n} a_{2k-1,q} |x[l]|^{2^{k-2}} x[l]$$  \hfill (2.16)

where $n$ is the order of the polynomials. The total output of the memory model is:

$$y[l] = \sum_{q=0}^{m} F_q(x[l-q]) = \sum_{q=0}^{m} \sum_{k=1}^{n} a_{2k-1,q} |x[l-q]|^{2^{k-2}} x[l-q]$$  \hfill (2.17)

where $m$ is the number of branches, and it also represents the length of memory effects.
2.1.3.4 Neural network based model

In [19], Ahemed et al. propose a new artificial neural network (ANN) model for power amplifiers. It is shown in Fig. 2-10. The inputs for this model are current input signal and optimum (sparse) delayed input signal. The ANN uses back propagation (BP) (described in 2.2.4.1) for modifying the weights to approximate the nonlinearities and memory effects of real amplifiers.

![Time-delay neural network for PA model in [19]](image)

Figure 2-10 Time-delay neural network for PA model in [19]

2.2 Predistortion for power amplifiers

Efficiency is a primary concern for the PA designers. However, the trade off for high efficiency is normally a decrease in linearity, and the decreasing linearity contributes to spectral interference outside the intended bandwidth. Fortunately, there are linearization techniques that allow PAs to be operated at high power efficiency while with satisfying linearity requirements. There are many linearization techniques, such as predistortion [16], feedback [1, 2] and feed-forward[2]. Among them, predistortion promises better efficiency and lower cost. Because an ideal predistorter (PD) would
be an inverse function of the PA model, there are various PD models relative to the
different PA models.

2.2.1 AM/AM and AM/PM conversion

The simplest concept for the predistorter is to generate the inverse of the AM/AM and
AM/PM functions.

In 1983, J. Namiki proposed a nonlinear compensation technique (predistorter and
prerotation) and its controller in [20]. The predistorter uses a cubic law device and
phase shifter to compensate AM/AM and AM/PM distortion in PA. Experiment in [20]
shows that the spectral regrowth has been reduced by 10dB. This kind of predistortion
has been improved thereafter.

![Predistorter proposed in [20]](image)

As shown in Fig. 2-12, log amps and phase detectors are used at the input and output
of the PA to estimate the instantaneous complex PA gain. This information is fed back
to a voltage controlled variable attenuator and phase shifter, which is for AM/AM and
AM/PM conversion [21]. Simulation of this predistortion has showed a 10 dB
improvement on ACPR.
Figure 2-12 Envelope linearization in [21]

Figure 2-13 PDPA module in [22]
Instead of log amps and phase detectors, a Look-up Table (LUT) method can be used to control the gain and phase shift for the PD [22], as shown in Fig. 2-13. This LUT is a CMOS IC chip using a 0.25-μm process, which can be attached to the PA. By integrating all functions together, this PDPA module is applicable to handset terminals. A 7 dB improvement of ACPR is achieved in [22]. A similar example is also proposed in [9], with the block diagram shown in Fig. 2-14. There is a 12 dB improvement of ACPR in [9].

![Figure 2-14 RF envelope predistortion system in [9]](image)

![Figure 2-15 Combine digital/analogue cooperation predistortion in [23]](image)
An upgraded predistorter which combines Fig. 2-12 and Fig. 2-14 is shown in Fig. 2-15 [23]. In this two-stage structure, the analogue envelope predistorter is used as an inner loop to correct slowly varying changes in gain, effectively compensating for long time constant memory effects, while the digital envelope predistorter forms the outer loop that corrects the distortion over a wide bandwidth. A 16 dB improvements on ACPR is achieved in [23].

### 2.2.2 Adjacent channel emissions

S. P. Staples, et al. proposed a slowly adapting predistorter in [24]. The structure is shown in Fig. 2-16. The approach is to use a filter and a power detector to extract intermodulation terms, and use these intermodulation products or complex spectral convolutions to control the parameters of predistorter.

![Figure 2-16 Predistorter proposed in [24]](image)

Suppose the input signal for the entire system is $V_m(t)$, the input signal for the function $F$ in the lower branch is $x_m(t)=|V_m(t)|^2$, and the function of $F$ are:
\[ F_1(x_m(t)) = \alpha_{11} + \alpha_{13}x_m(t) + \alpha_{15}x_m^2(t) \]
\[ F_2(x_m(t)) = \alpha_{21} + \alpha_{23}x_m(t) + \alpha_{25}x_m^2(t) \]  
(2.18)

So the complex gain of the predistorter can be expressed as:

\[ F(x_m(t)) = F_1(x_m(t)) + jF_2(x_m(t)) = \alpha_1 + \alpha_3x_m(t) + \alpha_5x_m^2(t) \]  
(2.19)

And the predistorter’s output signal \( V_d(t) \) now can be written as:

\[ V_d(t) = V_m(t) \cdot F(x_m(t)) = \alpha_1V_m(t) + \alpha_3|V_m(t)|^2V_m(t) + \alpha_5|V_m(t)|^4V_m(t) \]  
(2.20)

By choosing appropriate values of \( \alpha \), the third- and fifth-order components can be cancelled at the PA output port. In the experiment of [24], a 15 dB improvement is obtained in the IM3 product in a two-tone test. Similar ideas are also proposed in [25].

### 2.2.3 Inverse Volterra model

Because memory effect plays a significant part in wideband communication, the predistorter based on the Volterra Model is popular nowadays. Again, the Volterra model needs a large number of coefficients, so the inverse function of a Volterra system is difficult to construct. As mentioned before, Wiener and memory polynomials are substitutes for the Volterra model. As a result, there are two corresponding predistorter models: the Hammerstein system [26, 27] and the inverse polynomial [13, 17, 28, 29]. Their relationships are shown in figure 2-17.
2.2.3.1 Inverse memory polynomial model

The Volterra series in (2.12) can be expressed in discrete time as:

\[
y(n) = \sum_{k=0}^{N} h_k^1 x(n-k) + \sum_{k=0}^{N} \sum_{l=0}^{N} h_{k,l}^2 x(n-k)x(n-l) + \sum_{k=0}^{N} \sum_{l=0}^{N} \sum_{m=0}^{N} h_{k,l,m}^3 x(n-k)x(n-l)x(n-m) + \ldots
\]  

(2.21)

where \(N\) is the discrete system memory length, \(x(n)\) and \(y(n)\) are input and output.

Paper [13] applies the indirect learning architecture [30] to help to embed the Volterra model into the PD, which is shown in Fig. 2-18.
The idea in this paper is to use two identical Volterra models (2.21) for the predistorter and training. The training process applies a recursive least squares algorithm. After the training, the innovation $a[n]$ approaches zero, the output $y[n]$ approaches the input $x[n]$, which means the overall system becomes linear. Similar polynomial models have been proposed, but with different ways to calculate the coefficients, such as Newton method[28], genetic algorithms[29] and least-squares solution[17].

2.2.3.2 Hammerstein model

Paper [26] proposes a Hammerstein predistortion structure shown in Fig. 2-19.

Figure 2-19 Hammerstein predistorter in indirect learning architecture in [26]

Suppose the input is $x(n)$, the output for the odd-order memoryless block is:

$$v(n) = \sum_{k=0}^{K} c_{2k+1} x(n) |x(n)|^{2k}$$

(2.22)
And the output $z(n)$ from LTI system is:

$$z(n) = \sum_{p=1}^{P} a_p z(n-p) + \sum_{q=0}^{Q} b_q v(n-q)$$ (2.23)

So the entire relationship between input $x(n)$ and output $z(n)$ is:

$$z(n) = \sum_{p=1}^{P} a_p z(n-p) + \sum_{q=0}^{Q} b_q \sum_{k=0}^{K} c_{2k+1} x(n) x(n)^{2k}$$ (2.24)

The coefficients can be optimized by using Narendra-Gallman algorithm [26], and the simulation result has shown a 38 dB ACPR reduction.

Paper [27] proposed a similar Hammerstein predistorter, shown in Fig 2-20.

![Figure 2-20 Augmented Hammerstein predistorter in [27]](image)

When compared with [26], this model uses LUT instead of polynomial in (2.22), and finite impulse response (FIR) filter instead of recursive LTI in (2.24).

### 2.2.4 Computational method

Besides the traditional ideas, computational methods such as neural network [31] and adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) [32, 33] are brand new techniques. With its self-learning capabilities, a neural network could generate an inverse amplifier function after being trained.
2.2.4.1 Neural network

Neural networks are modeled after the physical architecture of human brains and they can use simple processing elements to perform complex nonlinear behaviors. Normally, a neural network is constructed by input signals, weights, neurons and their activation functions. Fig. 2-21 shows a simple neural network example.

A neural network contains input ports \((X(x_1, x_2, x_3 \ldots))\) and output ports \((O(o_1, o_2, o_3 \ldots))\), which can be described as:

\[
o_k = f^2 \left( \sum_j w_{jk} f^i \left( \sum_i w_{ij} x_i + b_j \right) + b_k \right)
\]  

(2.25)

where \(W\) denote the weights, \(B\) denote the thresholds and \(f\) denote the activation functions. Typically, the activation functions are Sigmoid functions (2.26), as plotted in Fig.2-22.

\[
f(x) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-x}}
\]  

(2.26)
Back-propagation (BP) learning algorithm [34, 35] can be applied to adjust the weights. Suppose the training input output date sets are \( X(x_1, x_2, x_3, \ldots) \) and \( Y(y_1, y_2, y_3, \ldots) \), and the neural network are two-layer structure (2.25) with the Sigmoid function (2.26), the adjustment for weights are:

\[
\Delta w_{jk} = \alpha o_k(y_k - o_k)(1 - o_k) o_j
\]

\[
\Delta w_{ij} = \alpha \left( \sum_k o_k(1 - o_k)(y_k - o_k) w_{jk} \right) o_j(1 - o_j)
\]

(2.27)

In (2.27), \( o \) means what we get from the layers of neural network, while \( y \) means what we want from the neural network, and \( \alpha \) is the learning rate.

### 2.2.4.2 Fuzzy system and Fuzzy inference system

Two-valued or Boolean logic is a well-known theory. But it is impossible to solve all problems by mapping all kinds of situation into two-valued variables. Most real-world problems are characterized by a representation language to process incomplete, imprecise, vague or uncertain information. Fuzzy logic gives the formal tools to reason about such uncertain information. A fuzzy system is one which employs fuzzy logic [36].

A form of if-then rule in fuzzy system is shown as below:

if $x$ is $A$ then $y$ is $B$

where $A$ and $B$ are linguistic values defined by fuzzy sets on the ranges $x$ and $y$, respectively. The if-part of the rule "$x$ is $A$" is called the antecedent or premise, while the then-part of the rule "$y$ is $B$" is called the consequent or conclusion.

The Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) [37] is a system formed from the if-then rules. For example, we have two-input $(x, y)$, two-rules, and defined the rules as:

**Rule 1** if $x$ is $A_1$ and $y$ is $B_1$, then $f_1 = p_1x + q_1y + r_1$

**Rule 2** if $x$ is $A_2$ and $y$ is $B_2$, then $f_2 = p_2x + q_2y + r_2$

The steps of fuzzy reasoning performed by Sugeno-type FIS is:

- Compare the input variables with the membership functions on the antecedent part to obtain the membership values of each linguistic label, shown as $\mu_{A_1}, \mu_{A_2}, \mu_{B_1}, \mu_{B_2}$. This step is called fuzzification.
- Combine the membership values on the antecedent part to get weight of each rule.
  
  For example: $w_1 = \mu_{A_1} \times \mu_{B_1}$
- Generate the qualified consequent of each rule depending on the weight, i.e., $w_1xf_1$ and $w_2xf_2$
- Aggregate the qualified consequents to produce a final output (2.28). This step is called defuzzification.

$$f = \frac{w_1f_1 + w_2f_2}{w_1 + w_2} \quad (2.28)$$

All the steps are shown in fig. 2-23.
2.2.4.3 Neuro-Fuzzy system

Perhaps the most important advantage of neural networks is their capability for adaptation. Fuzzy logic performs an inference mechanism under cognitive uncertainty. Neuro-fuzzy networks are based on the combination of neural networks and fuzzy logic. Papers [37, 38] propose adaptive-network-base fuzzy inference system (ANFIS).

Fig. 2-24 is an equivalent ANFIS for the fuzzy model of Fig.2-23.
Figure 2-24 Equivalent ANFIS for Sugeno fuzzy model

The relationship between Fig.2-23 and Fig.2-24 is explained by the functions of layers:

Layer 1: The node function is:

\[ O_i = \mu_{A_i}(x) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.29)

where \( x \) is the input of node \( i \), and \( A_i \) is the linguistic label associated with this node function. In other words, \( O_i \) is the membership function of \( A_i \). For example, the membership function can be the Gaussian function with maximum of 1 and minimum of 0, such as:

\[ \mu_{A_i}(x) = \exp\left(\frac{-x^2}{2}\right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.30)

Layer 2: This layer multiplies the incoming signals to obtain the weights:

\[ W_i = \mu_{A_i} \times \mu_{B_i} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.31)

Layer 3: This layer calculates the ratio of the rules:
\[
\overline{w}_i = \frac{w_i}{w_1 + w_2}, \quad i = 1,2
\]  
(2.32)

Layer 4: This layer calculates the output for each consequent and multiplies its ratio in (2.32):
\[
\overline{w}_i f_i = \overline{w}_i (p_i x + q_i y + r_i) \quad i = 1,2
\]  
(2.33)

Layer 5: The single node in this layer gives the overall output as the summation of all incoming signals:
\[
f = \sum \overline{w}_i f_i = \frac{w_1 f_1 + w_2 f_2}{w_1 + w_2}
\]  
(2.34)

It will get the same result as (2.28).

2.2.4.4 ANFIS predistortion

Paper [32] proposed a new predistortion technique employing an ANFIS system, shown in Fig. 2-25.

![Figure 2-25 ANFIS for predistortion in [32]](image)

The ANFIS systems are used for amplitude and phase corrections for the predistorter.
The membership functions for this ANFIS are Gaussian functions. Experimental results showed that with optimization, this ANFIS system can have a 26.3 dB reduction on the third order IMD products in a two-tone test, or a 13 dB ACPR reduction on wideband signals.

### 2.2.5 Injection predistortion

Injection is another simple type of predistortion. The idea is to add frequency components at the input port of PA, which generate the same amplitudes but opposite phases of the original intermodulation products at the output port, to counteract the distortions.

#### 2.2.5.1 Injection in two-tone test

The main target for injection in a two-tone test signal is to cancel the third-order intermodulation products (IM3). There are different types of mechanisms to generate IM3 at the output port of PAs.

Paper [39] uses the linear gain of the PA to remove the unwanted spectral lines, shown in Fig. 2-26.
Figure 2-26 Basic idea of correction

The input signal $X$ in (A1) is fed into the nonlinear device and the output signal $Y$ is shown in A2. The output contains an unwanted component $Y_U$ at frequency of $f_2$. It can not be created by the linearity of the system, since $X(f_2)=0$. So it must originate from the nonlinearity of the device. For the correction, an extra input component $X_C$ is added at the frequency $f_2$, as shown in B1. The system is assumed to be predominantly linear, and this will create a new output component $Y_C$ at frequency $f_2$. If $Y_C$ has the same amplitude but opposite phase as $Y_U$, the unwanted contribution $Y_U$ will be cancelled, as shown in B2. A similar idea with a different hardware implementation can be found in [8, 40-44].

Another injection technique is to inject difference frequencies into PAs [45].

Suppose the nonlinear PA model is written as:

$$V_o = g_1 V_{in} + g_2 V_{in}^2 + g_3 V_{in}^3 + ...$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.35)

Considering a two tone signal with different frequency fed into the PA:

$$V_{in} = A_1 \cos(\omega_1 t) + A_2 \cos(\omega_2 t) + A_{21} \cos(\omega_2 t - \omega_1 t + \phi_{21})$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.36)
Substitution of (2.36) into (2.35) gives all the relevant components in output spectrum. Among these intermodulation products, the IM3 ($2\omega_2 - \omega_1$) will be:

$$V_{out}(2\omega_2 - \omega_1) = \frac{3}{4} A_1 A_2^2 g_3 \cos(2\omega_2 t - \omega_1 t)$$

$$+ \frac{3}{4} A_2 A_{21}^2 g_3 \cos(2\omega_2 t - \omega_1 t + 2\phi_{21})$$ (2.37)

Equation (2.37) shows that by proper selection of phase and amplitude of the injected signal, it is possible to make the IM3 disappear. Similar ideas with different hardware implementation can be found in [46-49].

The last injection technique introduced here is the second harmonic injection predistortion [49]. Instead of the difference frequency, we inject second harmonic components as:

$$V_{in} = A_1 \cos(\omega_1 t) + A_2 \cos(\omega_2 t) + A_{11} \cos(2\omega_1 t + \phi_1)$$

$$+ A_{22} \cos(2\omega_2 t + \phi_2)$$ (2.38)

The IM3 ($2\omega_2 - \omega_1$) will be:

$$V_{out}(2\omega_2 - \omega_1) = \frac{3}{4} A_1 A_2^2 g_3 \cos(2\omega_2 t - \omega_1 t)$$

$$+ A_1 A_{22} g_2 \cos(2\omega_2 t - \omega_1 t + \phi_2)$$ (2.39)

Equation (2.39) also shows that the IM3 can be removed by choosing the appropriate phase and amplitude for the injected signal. Similar ideas with different hardware implementation can be found in [43, 44, 50]. The published injection techniques in two-tone tests can reduce the IM3s down to the noise floor, which vary from 20 dB [41] to 40 dB [48].
2.2.5.2 Injection in wideband signals

Besides two-tone test, the injection technique has also been applied to wideband communication signals. Paper [51] injects the third- and fifth-order distortion components in the baseband block to eliminate the fundamental distortion. It assumes that the amplifier nonlinearity can be expressed in a power series up to the fifth degree:

\[ v_o = g_1 v_i + g_2 v_i^2 + g_3 v_i^3 + g_4 v_i^4 + g_5 v_i^5 \]  

(2.40)

And the input digital modulation which has magnitude \( c(t) \) and phase \( \phi(t) \) and carrier frequency \( \omega \):

\[ v_i(t) = c(t) \cos(\omega t + \phi(t)) = v_s(I \cos(\omega t) - Q \sin(\omega t)) \]  

(2.41)

where

\[ I = \cos(\phi(t))c(t) / v_s \quad Q = \sin(\phi(t))c(t) / v_s \]

and \( v_s \) is the average of \(|c(t)|\). Therefore, average \((I^2+Q^2)=1\).

By substituting (2.41) into (2.40), the distorted output voltage appearing at the fundamental frequency is:

\[ v_{\text{sum}}(t) = g_1 v_i(I \cos(\omega t) - Q \sin(\omega t)) + \frac{3}{4} g_2 v_i^3(I^2 + Q^2)(I \cos(\omega t) - Q \sin(\omega t)) \]

\[ + \frac{5}{8} g_3 v_i^4(I^2 + Q^2)^2(I \cos(\omega t) - Q \sin(\omega t)) \]  

(2.42)
In (2.42), the second term is the third-order distortion, and the third term is the fifth-order distortion. Now the cube of the desired signal is added into (2.41) as the third-order distortion component:

\[ v_i(t) = v_i(I \cos(\omega t) - Q \sin(\omega t)) \left[ 1 + a(I^2 + Q^2) \right] \]  
(2.43)

Equation (2.42) will change to

\[ v_{\text{fun}}(t) = g_1 v_i \left( I \cos(\omega t) - Q \sin(\omega t) \right) + g_1 v_i a \left( I^2 + Q^2 \right) \left( I \cos(\omega t) - Q \sin(\omega t) \right) + \frac{3}{4} g_3 v_i^3 \left( I^2 + Q^2 \right) \left( I \cos(\omega t) - Q \sin(\omega t) \right) + \frac{4}{9} g_3 v_i^3 a \left( I^2 + Q^2 \right)^2 \left( I \cos(\omega t) - Q \sin(\omega t) \right) \]  
(2.44)

In the calculation, the term that has \( a^3 \) is ignored because it is too small. The third term in (2.44) is the original third-order distortion. The second, fourth and fifth terms are generated by the injected distortion component. In a weakly nonlinear region, the input voltage \( v_i \) is small, the fourth and fifth terms can be ignored, which makes (2.44) become:

\[ v_{\text{fun}}(t) = g_1 v_i \left( I \cos(\omega t) - Q \sin(\omega t) \right) + g_1 v_i a \left( I^2 + Q^2 \right) \left( I \cos(\omega t) - Q \sin(\omega t) \right) + \frac{3}{4} g_3 v_i^3 \left( I^2 + Q^2 \right) \left( I \cos(\omega t) - Q \sin(\omega t) \right) \]  
(2.45)

The second and third terms in (2.45) can cancel each other by choosing appropriate \( a \):
\[ a = -\frac{3g_3}{4g_1}v_s^2 \]  

The relevant block diagram is shown in Fig. 2-27, and the ACPR reduction is around 20 dB in [51].

\[ \times: \text{multiplexer} \quad +: \text{adder} \quad \text{QM: quadratic modulator} \]

\[ a: \text{amplitude modulator} \quad \theta: \text{phase modulator} \]

Figure 2-27 Injection predistorter in [51]

2.3 Summary

Firstly, we have outlined different types of PA models. They can describe either nonlinearities, like AM/AM and AM/PM conversion, memoryless polynomial, frequency-independent Saleh model, or both nonlinearities and memory effects, like frequency-dependent nonlinear quadrature model, ARMA model, Volterra model including memory polynomial and Wiener model, and neural network model. These models can explain how the nonlinearities generate intermodulation products in the
output spectrum, and how the memory effects cause asymmetries between the upper and lower side band of these intermodulation products.

Secondly, according to these PA models, their inverse models are also depicted in this chapter, such as AM/AM and AM/PM conversion, inverse Volterra model including inverse memory polynomial and Hammerstein model, and the neural network model. Besides these inverse PA models, the alternative technique, named injection, is also presented here. This technique addresses the amplitude and phase of the unwanted frequencies, and generates the same but with anti-phase phasors to counteract with the originals. Such kind of technique can reduce the IM3 in two-tone tests.

However, the published predistortion techniques have different drawbacks. The inverse memoryless PA predistortion can not deal with memory effects, which limits its operation in wideband signal cases. The Volterra and its derivated models can handle both nonlinearities and memory effects, but it is complicated to understand and extract its coefficients. The neural network types have the similar problem that, we can not explain what the coefficients mean. The injection can reduce IM3 products in two-tone tests, but its reduction on spectral regrowth in wideband signals is not completely down to the noise floor, as shown in the published papers.

New predistortion techniques which can deal with both nonlinearities and memory effects, and easy to understand and implement is needed. In my research work, I chose the injection as the fundamental predistortion technique. Improvements to the published injection techniques are given in Chapter 3, 4 and 5. We focus its application in the two-tone test in Chapter 3. It will reveal what the new problems injection causes and how to solve them. Experimental results in different signal conditions will be shown in the end of Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, such kind of injection technique will be upgraded in order to work in wideband signals. In Chapter 5, after analyzing LUT and injection working in wideband signal, a new predistortion technique, which combines both LUT and injection, is proposed. It inherits the
advantages from both LUT and injection. We have also used a cascaded PA system which has both significant nonlinearities and memory effects, to demonstrate its abilities.
CHAPTER 3

IMPROVEMENTS OF INJECTION TECHNIQUES IN TWO-TONE TESTS

Firstly, we will introduce a general two-tone test and demonstrate both nonlinearities and memory effects in a PA through a two-tone test. Secondly, we will discuss the published techniques for measuring and reducing third-order intermodulation (IM3) products in a two-tone test. Finally, we propose our improvements of these techniques.

3.1 Introductions of two-tone tests

The two-tone test is a universally recognized technique in assessing amplifier nonlinearities and memory effects [52]. Firstly, it is simple and easy to generate. Secondly, it can vary the envelope throughout a wide dynamic range to test the amplifier’s transfer characteristic. Thirdly, it is possible to vary the tone spacing, which is the envelope base band frequency, to examine the amplifier’s memory effects[9]. All these advantages mean it is considered to be the most severe test of power amplifiers.

The normal format of a two-tone test is:

\[ V_{in} = A \cos(\omega_1 t) + A \cos(\omega_2 t) \]
\[ \omega_1 = \omega_c - \omega_m \]
\[ \omega_2 = \omega_c + \omega_m \]  

(3.1)
In (3.1), \( A \) is the amplitude for a single carrier, \( \omega_1 \) and \( \omega_2 \) are the two carriers’ frequencies, \( \omega_c \) is the centre frequency of the signal while \( \omega_m \) is half of the tone-spacing. Using the trigonometric identity, (3.1) can also be written as:

\[
V_{in} = 2A \cos(\omega_c t) \cos(\omega_m t)
\]  

Equation (3.2) shows us that the two-tone test signal can also be treated as a sine wave with frequency of \( \omega_c \), modulated by an envelope which is another sine wave with frequency of \( \omega_m \). The overall maximum amplitude is 2A. Normally in RF research, \( \omega_c >> \omega_m \), \( \omega_c \) is in the RF frequency range of the PA, and \( \omega_m \) is in the baseband frequency range that will causes memory effects. The reason is as follows.

The impedance seen by the input of the transistor varies with frequency in the baseband range, because the bias decoupling circuit is required to behave low impedance at low frequency but high impedance at carrier frequency. There are baseband currents flowing in the bias circuit due to the second and higher order nonlinearities of the transistor. These currents will result voltages that are frequency-dependant [53]. Therefore, while the two-tone test is applied to a PA, the difference frequency \( \omega_m \) voltage on the gate terminal modulates the gain and generates nonlinearity products whose levels are dependent on this difference frequency. In other words, these nonlinearities products will vary as the difference frequency varies, which are memory effects. All the information of \( A, \omega_c, \omega_m \) in a two-tone waveform is shown in Fig. 3-1.
When this two-tone signal is applied to a PA, the signal will be amplified, with some new intermodulation products created by the PA nonlinearities. This can be simply explained by memoryless polynomial model. Suppose the characteristic of the PA is:

\[ y(x) = a_1 x + a_2 x^2 + a_3 x^3 + a_4 x^4 + a_5 x^5 + \ldots \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

We substitute (3.1) into (3.3), we will get the output:

\[ y(V_{in}) = a_1 A [\cos(\omega_1 t) + \cos(\omega_2 t)] + a_2 A^2 [\cos(\omega_1 t) + \cos(\omega_2 t)]^2 \]
\[ + a_3 A^3 [\cos(\omega_1 t) + \cos(\omega_2 t)]^3 + a_4 A^4 [\cos(\omega_1 t) + \cos(\omega_2 t)]^4 \]
\[ + a_5 A^5 [\cos(\omega_1 t) + \cos(\omega_2 t)]^5 + \ldots \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)
Take the third order intermodulation products (IM3) for example, (3.4) will yield:

\[
y_{IM3}(V_{in}) = C_{3\omega_1} \cos(3\omega_1 t) + C_{3\omega_2} \cos(3\omega_2 t) \\
+ C_{2\omega_1-\omega_2} \cos((2\omega_2 - \omega_1) t) + C_{2\omega_2-\omega_1} \cos((2\omega_1 - \omega_2) t) \\
+ C_{2\omega_1+\omega_2} \cos((2\omega_1 + \omega_2) t) + C_{2\omega_2+\omega_1} \cos((2\omega_2 + \omega_1) t)
\]

\[
C_{3\omega_1} = C_{3\omega_2} = \frac{1}{4} a_3 A^3 \\
C_{2\omega_1-\omega_2} = C_{2\omega_2-\omega_1} = C_{2\omega_1+\omega_2} = C_{2\omega_2+\omega_1} = \frac{3}{4} a_3 A^3
\]

In (3.5), we can see that there are six IM3 products. Among them, only \( C_{2\omega_1-\omega_2} \) and \( C_{2\omega_2-\omega_1} \) will affect the in-band spectrum since others are at frequencies far above \( \omega_1 \) or \( \omega_2 \). And these two IM3 products mainly cause spectral interference in real-world communication signals, which are the objects of linearization techniques.

### 3.2 Published measurements and injections for IM3 products in two-tone tests

Equation (3.5) is a simple case of using memoryless PAs. However, once the PA shows a significant degree of memory effects, the coefficient \( a_3 \) would change to be a frequency-dependent parameter, so that the more complicated models listed in Section 2.1.3 are required. Thus, memory effects shown in IM3 in two-tone tests [52, 54, 55] is an interesting and important topic for linearization techniques. Recent research mainly focuses on the measurement and elimination of IM3 products. One of the common ways to measure the IM3 in two-tone tests, is to vary the input power and the tone spacing [15, 18]. Injection is a procedure that can be based on measurement results, to remove these IM3 products, since the basic idea for injection is to generate IM3 products at the output port, which have identical amplitudes but opposite phases to the original ones.
3.2.1 Measurements on IM3 products

Since the power of IM3 products can be directly observed from spectrum analyzers, the only problem is measurement of IM3 phases. IM3 phases are varying with time, so we can not identify them with any particular values. One of the common ways to evaluate IM3 phases is to define or create a reference sine wave with the same frequency, and measure the phase difference.

An IM3 phase measurement technique was proposed in [56-58], as shown in Fig. 3-2. The two-tone signal will go through two branches: one with the nonlinear device under test (DUT) and the other one with a reference nonlinearity device. The system down-converts these two outputs to IF, selects the sought mixing product by a narrow band pass filter and measures their relative phases in a vector network analyzer.

Compared with Fig. 3-2, [59] proposed a similar structure for measurement but with only one branch, shown in Fig. 3-3.
Suppose the input two frequencies are:

\[ x_1(t) = \cos(\omega_1 t) \]
\[ x_2(t) = \cos(\omega_2 t) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)

The idea behind this setup is to synchronously digitize the DUT’s input and output waveforms and calculate the correlation between output signal \( y(t) \) and \( x_1(t)^2x_2(t) \) at frequency of \( 2\omega_1-\omega_2 \), to extract the phase difference, shown in (3.7).

\[ S_{xy}(2\omega_1-\omega_2) = \frac{1}{T} \int_{-T/2}^{T/2} y(t)e^{-j(2\omega_1-\omega_2)t} dt \] \hspace{1cm} (3.7)

Instead of using an extra branch or mathematical calculation, [60] proposed another way of generating IM3 references. As shown in Fig. 3-4, it uses a driver amplifier to create a small amount of IM3 products at the input port of the main power amplifier.

Figure 3-3 IM3 phase measurement in [59]
Suppose the phase in path A and path B (Fig. 3-4) are $\psi_A$, and $\psi_B$, the phase transfer function of DUT is simply expressed by:

$$\psi = \psi_B - \psi_A$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.8)$$

Alternatively, [41] directly adds IM3 references into the input with the two-tone signal by software. The PC in Fig. 3-5 generates input as:

$$A \cos(\omega_1 t) + A \cos(\omega_2 t) + A_\ell \cos[(2\omega_1 - \omega_2) t + \Phi_\ell]$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.9)$$

The procedure is to adjust the amplitude $A_\ell$ and phase $\Phi_\ell$ to make the IM3 $(2\omega_1-\omega_2)$ at output port disappear. This $\Phi_\ell$ can indirectly represent the phase of IM3 at output port.
3.2.2 Injections on IM3 products

The aim for injection is to add new frequency components at the input port of the PA, to counteract IM3 at the output port. There are lots of choices for the frequency components to complete the same work, such as second harmonic, difference-frequency and third order injection. Their detailed theories can be found in Section 2.2.5. This part sums up their published experiment results. Second harmonic frequency injection has been shown to decrease the IM3 level more than 40dB in [43, 44, 48, 50, 61]. The difference-frequency approach [40, 45, 46, 48] produces similar results but it needs no RF circuitry and can be implemented at baseband frequencies. The third-order injection can eliminate one of the IM3 products by injecting $2\omega_2 - \omega_1$ or $2\omega_1 - \omega_2$, [40, 44] or both IM3 products. [41, 42]

3.3 Improvements for the measurements and injections in two-tone tests

However, the published injection techniques have different drawbacks. For example,
in [42], good results were achieved but with the PA working somewhat below the compression point. The injection technique described in [39] needs a large number of measurements. There are three novel improvements to third-order injection techniques in our work.

1) A new way of generating a reference against which to measure IM3 products.

A completed two-tone IM3 characterization requires magnitude and phase measurements [52, 54, 62]. Finding an IM3 reference is a general and useful approach. We propose a virtual calculated IM3 reference which only comes from the output two main tones. The technique produces accurate measurement results without the extra hardware [56-58] or complicated mathematical functions [52, 55, 59].

2) A new mathematical description of the relationship between injected and output IM3 products, including their amplitude and phase.

The injection technique requires the generation of anti-phase phasors to cancel the IM3 products at the output port. In some published works, manual tuning is used to adjust these phases. We propose a mathematical description of the relationship between injected and output IM3 products, from which these anti-phase phasors can be precisely calculated. A similar description proposed in [39], was based on the measurement of power, while our work is based on the measurement of amplitude and phase. As a result, the earlier method can not reveal the interactions between upper and lower side band injected IM3 products, and hence needs large measurement times. This will be explained in Section 3.3.3.

3) A new view of the interaction between the lower and upper IM3 products, which affects the dual sideband injection.

Third-order injection uses input lower third-order intermodulation products (IM3L) to
eliminate output IM3L and input upper third-order intermodulation products (IM3U) to eliminate output IM3U, separately. However, when these two injected products are introduced together, they will affect each other at the output port because of the PA’s nonlinearities. The frequency relationships can be written as: $2\omega_1 - \omega_2 = \omega_1 + \omega_2 - (2\omega_2 - \omega_1)$ and $2\omega_2 - \omega_1 = \omega_1 + \omega_2 - (2\omega_1 - \omega_2)$. We define these to be interactions in our work. The significance of the interaction depends on the third-order nonlinearity of the PA. When the PA is working well below compression point, dual sideband predistortion can be achieved perfectly without considering the interaction. For example, [42] shows a perfect IM3 elimination without detecting interactions. In that work, the IM3s are -30dBc relative to the two-tone carriers before predistortion, suggesting that the PA is not driven hard, and the IM3s are only 20dB above the noise floor which limits the observation range. If the PA is driven harder and the spectrum analyzer is working with higher sensitivity to have a wider observation range, the effects of interactions will become more apparent. In our work, the PA is operated beyond the 1dB compression point, thus a completed matrix for both IM3 products suppression is proposed in Section 3.3.3.

3.3.1 IM3 reference

Injection can achieve perfect distortion correction or it can make the result worse, depending on whether the correct phase in used. Hence measuring the phases of output IM3s plays an important role in injection. One solution is to generate an IM3 reference and define the IM3 phase as the difference between the reference and the IM3 product. We will describe the experimental setup and introduce a new method of generating the IM3 reference.
3.3.1.1 Experimental setup

Practically, the centre frequency $\omega_c$ of two-tone test is at RF band, up to 2-3 GHz. The sample rate of the digital devices for analysis is 200 MHz at most, which is far below RF band. Therefore, we employ I-Q modulation/demodulation in our experiments. The signals we produce and analyze are in baseband, before the up-converter or after the down-converter, while the PA is operated in the RF band, after the up-converter. The measurement set up is shown in Fig. 3-6. The PC generates one period of a two-tone digital signal which is transferred to the memory of a waveform generator (Rohde and Schwarz AMIQ, appendix B). The AMIQ (Rohde and Schwarz SMIQ, appendix C) outputs the analogue signal repeatedly (the program to control AMIQ and the output power dynamic range is described in Appendix D, the program to generate the signal is in Appendix E). These signals are up-converted to RF by a signal generator with a built in modulator (Rohde and Schwarz SMIQ). The RF signal is amplified by a 40dB gain commercial PA (ZHL-4240 in Appendix A). Finally, the output signals are sampled and analyzed by the vector signal analyzer with a built in demodulator (VSA) after a 20dB attenuator.

![Figure 3-6 Experimental set up](image)

3.3.1.2 Data organization

Specifically, the PC generates complex numbers representing in-phase and quadrature
signals, while the SMIQ performs an I-Q modulation.

In the following analysis, the amplitude of each carrier of a two-tone input signal is normalized. The baseband signal in the AMIQ is:

\[
\begin{align*}
I : \cos(-\omega_m t) + \cos(\omega_m t) \\
Q : \sin(-\omega_m t) + \sin(\omega_m t)
\end{align*}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.10)

The RF signal from the output of the SMIQ, fed to the PA directly is:

\[
v_{in} = I \times \cos(\omega_c t) - Q \times \sin(\omega_c t) \\
= \left[ \cos(-\omega_m t) + \cos(\omega_m t) \right] \times \cos(\omega_c t) \\
\quad - \left[ \sin(-\omega_m t) + \sin(\omega_m t) \right] \times \sin(\omega_c t) \\
= 2 \cos(\omega_m t) \times \cos(\omega_c t) - 0 \times \sin(\omega_c t) \\
= \cos(\omega_c t) + \cos(\omega_c t)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.11)

where \(\omega_{1,2} = \omega_c \pm \omega_m\) are the two input carrier frequencies.

The base band signals will be written as complex numbers \((I+jQ)\), instead of \(I\) and \(Q\) channel. Accordingly, the amplitude and phase are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Amplitude} &= \sqrt{I^2 + Q^2} \\
\text{Phase} &= \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{Q}{I}\right)
\end{align*}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.12)

The VSA will measure the phase and amplitude of the distorted signal including the IM3 components:

\[
v_{out} = C_1 + C_2 + C_{lower} + C_{upper} \\
= |C_1| \exp(j\angle C_1) + |C_2| \exp(j\angle C_2) \\
+ |C_{lower}| \exp(j\angle C_{lower}) + |C_{upper}| \exp(j\angle C_{upper})
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.13)
### 3.3.1.3 Test details

Following is an example of our experiments. The tone spacing for this test is set to 1 MHz. So the two base band frequencies are -0.5MHz and 0.5MHz. In order to output this baseband signal:

- Two carrier frequencies are set to be -0.5 and 0.5 in software. Hence the period of the combination of two carriers is 2.
- Each period has 200 digital samples. We feed these samples into the AMIQ and set its sample rate as $10^8$ s$^{-1}$. Hence the actual frequencies of the two output carriers are -0.5 MHz and 0.5 MHz in baseband.

The signal is up-converted by the SMIQ with a central frequency of 2GHz, and down-converted by the VSA. This means that the PA operates at RF frequency, but we record the data in baseband. The measurement is achieved in frequency domain, so we manipulate frequency span and resolution bandwidth for spectrum observation, instead of sample rate and number of samples. In this test, the frequency span is 80 MHz and the resolution bandwidth is 100 kHz in the VSA. Additionally, we apply a flat-top window function to measure particular frequency components with great accuracy. In this case, the phasors $C_1$, $C_2$, $C_{lower}$, $C_{upper}$ in (3.13) can be obtained from sub-frequency numbers of -5, 5, -15 and 15, when we define the centre frequency to be zero. Alternatively, we can use a demodulator and ADC, applying a Fourier transform to get the same measurement results.

### 3.3.1.4 Theory and experimental analysis for IM3 reference

When we record the spectrum and extract the phasors from the particular sub-frequencies, the amplitudes $|C_1|$, $|C_2|$, $|C_{lower}|$, $|C_{upper}|$ are constants, but the phases $C_1$, $C_2$, $C_{lower}$, $C_{upper}$ vary with time. This makes extracting phases
meaningless. There are different techniques to solve this problem. In [59], the authors sample the input signal to generate an IM3 reference and compare with the output signal. In [60], a driving amplifier is used to create IM3 references and in [41] an input signal is generated by software to define a zero initial phase to characterize all the IM3 phases. Indeed, we can find the phase relationship between the two output IM3s and the two output carriers, and apply a simpler and more efficient way to create IM3 reference which is based on that relationship.

Firstly, the phase relation between carriers and IM3s can be expressed by:

\[
\begin{aligned}
\angle C_1 &= (\omega_1 t) \mod 2\pi \\
\angle C_2 &= (\omega_2 t) \mod 2\pi \\
\angle C_{\text{lower-distortion}} &= (2\omega_1 t - \omega_2 t + \angle C_{\text{lower-distortion}}) \mod 2\pi \\
\angle C_{\text{upper-distortion}} &= (2\omega_2 t - \omega_1 t + \angle C_{\text{upper-distortion}}) \mod 2\pi \\
\end{aligned}
\]  

(3.14)

Where, $C_{\text{lower-distortion}}$ and $C_{\text{upper-distortion}}$ represent phase distortion for IM3L and IM3U.

So the ideal reference IM3 phases can be constructed by the phases of two carriers, which can be obtained from the VSA directly:

\[
\begin{aligned}
\angle C_{\text{lower-reference}} &= (2\omega_1 t - \omega_2 t) \mod 2\pi = (2\angle C_1 - \angle C_2) \mod 2\pi \\
\angle C_{\text{upper-reference}} &= (2\omega_2 t - \omega_1 t) \mod 2\pi = (2\angle C_2 - \angle C_1) \mod 2\pi \\
\end{aligned}
\]  

(3.15)

And the phase distortion can be calculated by:

\[
\begin{aligned}
\angle C_{\text{lower-distortion}} &= \angle C_{\text{lower}} - \angle C_{\text{lower-reference}} \\
&= (\angle C_{\text{lower}} - (2\angle C_1 - \angle C_2)) \mod 2\pi \\
\angle C_{\text{upper-distortion}} &= \angle C_{\text{upper}} - \angle C_{\text{upper-reference}} \\
&= (\angle C_{\text{upper}} - (2\angle C_2 - \angle C_1)) \mod 2\pi \\
\end{aligned}
\]  

(3.16)
From (3.15), knowledge of $C_1$, $C_2$ is enough to create an IM3 reference, and knowing $C_{lower}$, $C_{upper}$, we can characterize the phase distortion in (3.16). We don’t need to add additional hardware [60], to use two channels to sample the input/output signal [59], to sample at different times [10] or to define a zero initial phase [41]. Practically, we use the complex number defined in (3.13), to calculate the normalized IM3L and IM3U references:

$$\left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\exp\left(j\angle C_{lower-reference}\right) = \exp\left[j(2\angle C_1 - \angle C_2)\right] = \frac{C_i^2C^*_2}{C^2_iC^*_2} \\
\exp\left(j\angle C_{upper-reference}\right) = \exp\left[j(2\angle C_2 - \angle C_1)\right] = \frac{C^*_2C_i^*}{C^2_2C^*_i} 
\end{array} \right. \quad (3.17)$$

### 3.3.1.5 IM3 measurement and results

After introducing a suitable IM3 reference in Section 3.3.1.4, we can use (3.18) to characterize amplitudes and relative phases for both IM3L and IM3U.

$$\left\{ \begin{array}{l}
|C_{lower}|\exp\left(j\angle C_{lower-distortion}\right) = \frac{C_{lower}}{\exp\left(j\angle C_{lower-reference}\right)} = \frac{C_{lower}}{C^2_iC^*_2} \\
|C_{upper}|\exp\left(j\angle C_{upper-distortion}\right) = \frac{C_{upper}}{\exp\left(j\angle C_{upper-reference}\right)} = \frac{C_{upper}}{C^2_2C^*_i} 
\end{array} \right. \quad (3.18)$$

Each of the equations in (3.18) uses only three parameters, so it represents a simpler description compared with published approaches. For example: [52], applies second-order and base band effects to calculate a gain function; [55] proposes a multislice behavioral model to generate IM3 estimation; and [42] applies a simplified Newton method to calculate IM3 phases.

The measured amplitude and phase distortion for IM3L and IM3U are shown in Fig.3-7 (a), (b), (c) and (d), respectively. The results in Fig. 3-7 (a) and (c) show that
the amplitudes of IM3 increase as we increase the input power level, as expected. But
the variation of the IM3 products with tone spacing is not obviously seen in the
amplitude plot. On the other hand, Fig.3-7 (b) and (d) show that the variation of phase
distortions \( C_{\text{lower-distortion}} \) and \( C_{\text{upper-distortion}} \) with frequency is bigger at low power
levels than at high power levels.

Figure 3-7 Measured IM3 amplitudes and phases
(a) Measured amplitudes of IM3L
(b) Measured phase distortion of IM3L
(c) Measured amplitudes of IM3U
(d) Measured phases distortion of IM3U
3.3.2 Model for single sideband injection

Based on the measurement mentioned previously in Section 3.3.1, this section proposes a new mathematical description of the relationship between injected IM3L and output IM3L. The advantage of this mathematical description is that it can clearly and quickly predict the injection signal required for single sideband predistortion, instead of tuning the input phase and amplitude manually, or measuring the power repeatedly. We discuss IM3L injection in detail. The result for IM3U injection follows analogously.

The input signal is changed to a two-tone with IM3L injection:

\[ v_{in} = \exp(j\omega_1 t) + \exp(j\omega_2 t) + k_1 e^{j\Phi_1} \exp(j\omega_{lower} t) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.19)

In (3.19), \( k_1 \) and \( \Phi_1 \) are used to set the amplitude and phase of the injected IM3L.

We define a new parameter:

\[ R_{lower} = \frac{C_{lower}}{\exp(j/C_{lower-reference})} = C_{lower} \pm \frac{C_1^2 C_2^*}{|C_{lower}|^2} (\text{Input IM3L}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.20)

Equation (3.20) is similar to (3.18), but with different input signals: (3.18) implies a two-tone test while (3.20) implies a two-tone test with IM3L injection. This parameter describes the ratio between output IM3L and reference IM3L. It is simply calculated from the output phasors at three sub-frequencies \( C_1, C_2, C_{lower} \).

Figure 3-8 shows different \( R_{lower} \) with respect to different pairs of \((k_1, \Phi_1)\). The dashed lines indicate contours of constant \( \Phi_1 \), with \( k_1 \) varying. The solid closed contours represent constant \( k_1 \) with \( \Phi_1 \) varying. They are approximately circular.
We can explain the approximately circular contours in Fig.3-8 by analyzing $C_{lower}$. It consists of two parts: the original IM3L produced by two carriers; and the injected IM3L component multiplied by $G_{linear-lower}$, the linear gain of the PA, as shown in (3.21):

$$C_{lower} = G_{3-lower} \times \exp(j\omega_{lower}t) + G_{linear-lower} \times k_1 e^{j\Phi_1} \exp(j\omega_{lower}t) \quad (3.21)$$

Equation (3.22) is obtained by substituting (3.21) into the numerator of (3.20):

$$R_{lower} = \frac{G_{3-lower} \times \exp(j\omega_{lower}t) + G_{linear-lower} \times k_1 e^{j\Phi_1} \exp(j\omega_{lower}t)}{\exp(j\omega_{lower}t)}$$

$$= G_{3-lower} + G_{linear-lower} \times k_1 e^{j\Phi_1} \quad (3.22)$$

Using (3.22) to interpret Fig.3-8, the centre of these circles is indicated by $G_{3-lower}$ and the radius is given by $G_{linear-lower} \times k_1$. The single sideband predistortion can be
achieved by choosing appropriate \((k_1, \Phi_1)\) such that (3.22) becomes zero:

\[
k_1 e^{j\Phi_1} = -\frac{G_{3-lower}}{G_{linear-lower}}
\]  \( (3.23) \)

With the appropriate choice of \(k_1\), the circle touches the origin in Fig.3-8 for some value of \(\Phi_1\). This corresponds to perfect cancellation. These circles help to explain the input and output IM3L relation and the meanings of \(G_{3-lower}\), \(G_{linear-lower}\). In the predistortion process, we only need two measurements to obtain \(G_{3-lower}\) and \(G_{linear-lower}\), to determine the required \((k_1, \Phi_1)\) for perfect cancellation. The first one has \(k_1=0\), i.e a two-tone test with no injection, so that \(R_{lower} = G_{3-lower}\). The second measurement uses an input two tone signal with IM3L injection using an arbitrary pair of \((k_1, \Phi_1)\). The \(G_{linear-lower}\) can be calculated from (3.22) using the known \((k_1, \Phi_1)\) and \(G_{3-lower}\). The measurements need both amplitude and phase, but this predistortion process is faster than [39].

Similarly, the relation for IM3U and its predistortion are:

\[
R_{upper} = \frac{C_{upper}}{\exp(j\angle C_{upper-reference})} = C_{upper} + \frac{C_2^2 C_1^*}{|C_2^2 C_1|} \quad (Input \ IM3U) \quad (3.24)
\]

\[
k_2 e^{j\Phi_2} = -\frac{G_{3-upper}}{G_{linear-upper}}
\]  \( (3.25) \)

The original two-tone test and these two single sideband predistortion results are shown in Fig.3-9 (a), (b) and (c).
Figure 3-9  (a) Two-tone test
   (b) Lower Sideband Injection
   (c) Upper Sideband Injection

Figure 3-9 (a) shows the output spectrum of a two-tone test while the PA is working.
beyond its 1dB compression point. It can be seen that the IM3L is -16.9dBc relative to carriers and IM3U is -16.4dBc relative to carriers. After a single sideband injection, the IM3L is reduced to -39.7dBc in Fig.3-9 (b) or IM3U is reduced to -37.5dBc in Fig.3-9 (c). Each of the IM3 products has more than 20dB improvement. These injections can be further improved by the following sections.

### 3.3.3 Interaction and dual sideband predistortion

Figure 3-10 shows the output spectrum when IM3 injection signals calculated from (3.23) and (3.25) are input simultaneously. IM3s are reduced to -34.9dBc (IM3L) and -35.9dBc (IM3U). Compared with the result in Fig.3-9 (b) and Fig.3-9 (c), the IM3s are increased by 4.8dB and 1.6dB. The comparison shows that new IM3 products are generated, when both of the lower and upper sideband injections are introduced simultaneously.

![Figure 3-10 Injection without considering interactions](image)

**Figure 3-10 Injection without considering interactions**

### 3.3.3.1 Interaction

Figure 3-10 indicates that the injected IM3L affects the output at not only IM3L but also at IM3U. Similarly, injection at IM3U also affects the output at IM3L. This could be caused by a third order nonlinearity acting on the input signals, since
\[
\omega_{\text{lower}} = \omega_1 + \omega_2 - \omega_{\text{upper}} \\
\omega_{\text{upper}} = \omega_1 + \omega_2 - \omega_{\text{lower}} 
\] (3.26)

In other words, if we introduce both IM3 components indicated by (3.23) and (3.25), the original pair of IM3s is partially cancelled, but another new pair of third-order distortion products at the same IM3 frequencies is generated again by these interactions. This is the reason why the power levels of IM3 in Fig.3-10 rise up again compared with the predistorted IM3L in Fig.3-9 (b) and IM3U in Fig.3-9 (c). However, the IM3s in Fig.3-10 still have been reduced compared with the uncorrected two-tone test in Fig.3-9 (a). The reason is that, the original IM3s result from high amplitude two-tone signals while the new IM3s result from the two carriers and a lower amplitude injected component, so the amplitudes of the original IM3s are bigger than the new IM3s. If the noise floor level is higher than the power level of IM3s in Fig.3-10, the difference caused by these interactions will not be observed. This is one of the reasons that the two-tone injection papers have not reported such effects. On the other hand, the correction algorithm in [39] focuses on one particular frequency every time so it can not compensate this interaction. That is partially why its proposed technique needs a large number of measurements: once one unwanted frequency is reduced, the other predistorted frequency components rise up again.

In order to characterize these interactions, we define another new parameter to reveal how the injected IM3L affects output IM3U:

\[
R_{\text{lower-upper}} = \frac{C_{\text{upper}}}{\exp(j\angle C_{\text{upper-reference}})} = C_{\text{upper}} + \frac{C_2^2 C_1^*}{|C_2^2 C_1^*|} (\text{Input IM3L}) 
\] (3.27)

Equation (3.27) is similar to (3.24) but they are based on different sideband injection. Equation (3.24) shows how injected IM3U \((k_2, \Phi_2)\) affects output IM3U. Equation (3.27) shows how IM3L \((k_1, \Phi_1)\), which is intended to control IM3L, affects IM3U.
Figure 3-11 shows the measured $R_{\text{lower-upper}}$ with the respect to different pairs of $(k_1, \Phi_1)$. The dashed lines indicate contours of constant $\Phi_1$, with $k_1$ varying. The solid closed contours represent constant $k_1$ with $\Phi_1$ varying. They are approximately circular like Fig.3-8.

Similarly to the lower single sideband injection analysis, we can decompose the numerator in (3.27) and get:

$$R_{\text{lower-upper}} = \frac{\left\{G_3-\text{upper} \times \exp(j\omega_{\text{upper}}t)\right\}}{\exp(j\omega_{\text{upper}}t)} + G_{\text{lower-upper}} \times e^{j\omega_{\text{lower}}t} \times k_1 e^{j\Phi_1} \exp(j\omega_{\text{lower}}t)$$

where $G_3-\text{upper}$ is the third-order nonlinearity of the IM3U of the PA, while $G_{\text{lower-upper}}$ is the interaction gain which describes how the input IM3L interacts with the two carriers to generate another new IM3U contribution through the third-order nonlinearity of the PA. Because the interaction is contributed by the conjugation of IM3L, the phase of the second term in (3.28) is negative. Equation (3.28) is similar to...
(3.22), but the sign of $\Phi_1$ is opposite. This can be also observed in the experiments: as $\Phi_1$ increases with constant $k_1$, $R_{lower}$ in Fig.3-8 rotates anti-clockwise, while $R_{lower-upper}$ in Fig.3-11 rotates clockwise. The radius of the circle in Fig.3-11 is much smaller than the one in Fig.3-8, but it is significant enough to affect dual sideband predistortion. To the authors knowledge, no paper has proposed this term before. In the predistortion process, $G_{3,\text{upper}}$ is obtained as in the previous section. $G_{lower-upper}$ can be calculated from one more measurement using any single pair of ($k_1, \Phi_1$) in (3.28).

By analogy with (3.28), the interaction between the injected IM3U and the carriers, producing another contribution to IM3L, can be characterized by:

$$R_{upper-lower} = \frac{C_{lower}}{\exp(j/C_{lower-reference})} = C_{lower} + \frac{C_1^2 C_2^*}{C_1^2 C_2} \begin{bmatrix} C_3 \end{bmatrix} (Input \ IM3U)$$

$$= G_{3-lower} + G_{upper-lower} \times k_2 e^{-j\Phi_2}$$

3.3.3.2 Dual sideband predistortion

To sum up, the equation for describing dual sideband injected IM3s and output IM3s considering the interaction is:

$$\begin{cases} C_{lower} = (G_{3-lower} + G_{linear-lower} k_1 e^{j\Phi_1} + G_{upper-lower} k_2 e^{-j\Phi_2}) \exp(j\omega_{lower}t) \\ C_{upper} = (G_{3-upper} + G_{linear-upper} k_2 e^{j\Phi_2} + G_{lower-upper} k_1 e^{-j\Phi_1}) \exp(j\omega_{upper}t) \end{cases} \tag{3.30}$$

When we want to eliminate both IM3s completely at the output using injection, we need to satisfy this requirement:

$$\begin{align*}
G_{3-lower} + G_{linear-lower} k_1 e^{j\Phi_1} + G_{upper-lower} k_2 e^{-j\Phi_2} &= 0 \\
G_{3-upper} + G_{linear-upper} k_2 e^{j\Phi_2} + G_{lower-upper} k_1 e^{-j\Phi_1} &= 0
\end{align*} \tag{3.31}$$
It can be organized and re-written in matrix form:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
G_{3\text{-lower}} \\
G_{3\text{-upper}}^*
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
G_{\text{linear-lower}} & G_{\text{upper-lower}} \\
G_{\text{linear-upper}}^* & G_{\text{upper-upper}}^*
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
k_1 e^{j\phi_1} \\
k_2 e^{-j\phi_2}
\end{bmatrix} = 0
\] (3.32)

With the values of \(G_{\text{lower}}, G_{\text{upper}}, G_{\text{linear-lower}}, G_{\text{linear-upper}}, G_{\text{upper-lower}}, G_{\text{lower-upper}}\) measured in (3.22), (3.24), (3.28) and (3.29), the solution for dual sideband predistortion would be:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
k_1 e^{j\phi_1} \\
k_2 e^{-j\phi_2}
\end{bmatrix} = -\begin{bmatrix}
G_{\text{linear-lower}} & G_{\text{upper-lower}} \\
G_{\text{linear-upper}}^* & G_{\text{upper-upper}}^*
\end{bmatrix}^{-1} \begin{bmatrix}
G_{3\text{-lower}} \\
G_{3\text{-upper}}^*
\end{bmatrix}
\] (3.33)

From this completed matrix description, we can see that perfect dual sideband predistortion cannot be achieved simply by adding IM3s which have the same amplitudes but in anti-phase with the original IM3. The trade-off between linear gain \(G_{\text{linear-lower}}, G_{\text{linear-upper}}\) and the interactions \(G_{\text{upper-lower}}, G_{\text{lower-upper}}\) needs to be considered as well. Therefore, a complete dual sideband predistortion would be very hard to optimize by manual tuning.

The parameters for dual sideband predistortion, \(G_{\text{linear-lower}}, G_{\text{linear-upper}}\) and \(G_{\text{upper-lower}}, G_{\text{lower-upper}}\) are obtained from four measurements. Dual sideband injection using parameters calculated from Equation (3.33) gives reductions of -38.8dBc for IM3L and -37.5dBc for IM3U when applied to the same amplifier, as shown in Fig.3-12. Compared with Fig.3-10, these IM3s have been reduced by 3.9dB (IM3L) and 1.6dB (IM3U). This injection can be further improved by iterations where both of the IM3s are reduced to the noise floor, as shown in the next section.
3.3.4 Improvement by iteration

3.3.4.1 Reasons for iteration

There are several issues that affect the accuracies of $G_{\text{lower}}$, $G_{\text{upper}}$, $G_{\text{linear-lower}}$, $G_{\text{linear-upper}}$, $G_{\text{upper-lower}}$, $G_{\text{lower-upper}}$:

1) The injected IM3s interact non-linearly with the two carriers. The IM3 references are constructed from the two carriers. These two aspects will lead to a distortion of measurement of $R_{\text{lower}}$, $R_{\text{upper}}$, $R_{\text{upper-lower}}$, $R_{\text{lower-upper}}$ and hence affect the calculations of $G_{\text{lower}}$, $G_{\text{upper}}$, $G_{\text{linear-lower}}$, $G_{\text{linear-upper}}$, $G_{\text{upper-lower}}$, $G_{\text{lower-upper}}$.

2) The resolution of the DAC in the AMIQ and the ADC in the VSA will generate a certain degree of inaccuracy which will affect the measurement.

3) The fifth-order nonlinearities will affect the performance as well. Take measuring $R_{\text{lower}}$ in a single sideband predistortion for example. The input signal can be judged as a three tone input signal: $C_1 + C_2 + C_{\text{lower}}$. There are a lot of fifth-order intermodulation products generated by the combination of these three carriers. Among these...
intermodulation products, some will be located at the frequency of $C_{lower}$:

$$\omega_{lower} = \omega_2 - 2\omega_1 + 2\omega_{lower} \tag{3.34}$$

This fifth-order intermodulation product will turn the circles (e.g. see Fig.3-8 and Fig.3-11) into ellipse-like shapes with a small ellipticity. The algorithm for calculating the required injection is based on the assumption that the new output component has a circular locus when injecting components with varying phase but fixed amplitude. Fig.3-13 shows the distance from the centre to the perimeter plotted against angle, demonstrating the slight deviations from a true circular shape. The reason is as follows. When adding the fifth-order nonlinearity (3.34) into (3.22):

$$R_{lower} = \left\{ \frac{G_{3-lower} e^{j\phi_{lower}}} {G_{linear-lower} e^{j\phi_i} + k_1 e^{j\phi_i} e^{j\phi_{lower}}} + G_5 e^{j(\omega_2-2\omega_1)} \times \left[ k_1 e^{j\phi_i} e^{j\phi_{lower}} \right]^2 \exp(j\omega_{lower}t) \right\} \tag{3.35}$$

$$= G_{3-lower} + G_{linear-lower} e^{j\phi_i} + k_1 e^{j\phi_i} + G_5 e^{2j\phi_i}$$

![Figure 3-13 Variation of radius with angle from Fig. 3-8](image)

Figure 3-13 Variation of radius with angle from Fig. 3-8
The relationship between (3.35) and Fig.3-8 is explained as follows:

- The first term represents the centre of the circle.
- The linear gain $G_{\text{linear-lower}}$ is much bigger than the fifth-order nonlinearity $G_5$. As a result, the second term determines the average radius while the third term modulates the radius with two periods per revolution.
- The bigger the value of $k$ is in (3.35), the more apparent the radius variation becomes in Fig.3-13.

This fifth order distortion also affects $R_{\text{upper}}$, $R_{\text{upper-lower}}$, $R_{\text{lower-upper}}$, affecting in turn the injection accuracy of predistortion in highly nonlinear PAs. They are similar to $R_{\text{lower}}$, and we list the frequency relationships in (3.36).

$$
\begin{align*}
\omega_{\text{upper}} &= \omega_1 - 2\omega_2 + 2\omega_{\text{upper}} \\
\omega_{\text{upper}} &= 3\omega_1 - 2\omega_{\text{lower}} \\
\omega_{\text{lower}} &= 3\omega_2 - 2\omega_{\text{upper}}
\end{align*}
$$

The above factors limit the accuracy of calculations for $(k_1, \Phi_1)$ and $(k_2, \Phi_2)$, and weaken the predistortion as demonstrated by the incomplete cancellation in Fig.3-9 and Fig.3-12.

### 3.3.4.2 Iteration algorithm and feasibility

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of further improvement by iteration, we discuss the relation between injected IM3s and output IM3s. Following the format of Equation (3.32), Equation (3.30) can be written in matrix form:
Equation (3.37) describes the transformation from injected IM3s \( A \) to output IM3s \( B \), \( f: A \rightarrow B \). The linearity of the relationship described by (3.37) should ensure that in an iterative process, the predistortion result will converge to an optimum. The iteration steps are:

1. Measure \( G_{\text{lower}}, G_{\text{upper}}, G_{\text{linear-lower}}, G_{\text{linear-upper}}, G_{\text{upper-lower}}, G_{\text{lower-upper}} \)
2. Substitute them into (23) to determine the injection phasors \( k_1e^{j\phi_1}, k_2e^{j\phi_2} \).
3. Change the input signals to:
   \[ \exp(j\omega_1t) + \exp(j\omega_2t) + k_1e^{j\phi_1}\exp(j\omega_{\text{lower}}t) + k_2e^{j\phi_2}\exp(j\omega_{\text{upper}}t) \]
4. Measure new \( G_{\text{lower}}, G_{\text{upper}}, G_{\text{linear-lower}}, G_{\text{linear-upper}}, G_{\text{upper-lower}}, G_{\text{lower-upper}} \) again.
5. Substitute them into (3.33) and find out new \( k_{*1}e^{j\phi_{*1}}, k_{*2}e^{j\phi_{*2}} \).
6. Add \( k_{*1}e^{j\phi_{*1}} \) and \( k_{*2}e^{j\phi_{*2}} \) to the injection phasors.
7. Repeat steps 3 to 6 until the IM3 at output is reduced to the noise floor.

3.3.4.3 Experimental results

Figure 3-14 shows single sideband injection in (a) and (b). The improvement, by over 30 dB, between Fig. 3-9 (b) and Fig. 3-14 (a), and between Fig. 3-9 (c) and Fig. 3-14 (b), is brought about by iteration. Using simultaneously the same injection parameters as in Fig. 3-14 (a) and Fig. 3-14 (b), but without considering interactions, gives the dual sideband result shown in Fig. 3-14 (c). The result of dual sideband injection, considering interactions and with 2 iterations is shown in Fig. 3-14 (d). It can be seen...
that the IM3 can be reduced to around -70dBm, near the noise floor, where further measurements of $G_{\text{lower}}$, $G_{\text{upper}}$, $G_{\text{linear-lower}}$, $G_{\text{linear-upper}}$, $G_{\text{upper-lower}}$, $G_{\text{lower-upper}}$ for further iterations become impractical. The dual sideband injection predistortion in Fig. 3-14 (d) has reduced IM3s by 60dB compared with the original two-tone test output spectrum in Fig. 3-9 (a).
Figure 3-14  (a) Lower sideband injection with 2 iterations  
(b) Upper sideband injection with 2 iterations  
(c) Dual sideband injection without considering interactions  
(d) Dual sideband injection considering interactions with 2 iterations

3.3.5 Injection predistortion in different signal conditions

In these experiments, the PA used is a commercial power amplifier: ZHL-4240. The gain of this PA is around 40dB. It has a maximum input power restriction of -5dBm. The 1dB compression point is -11dBm at the input. In a two-tone test, the maximum voltage of the signal is twice the maximum voltage of one carrier, so the peak envelope input power is 6dB higher than the power of one carrier. Therefore the
peak envelope power reached the maximum specified input power when each input carrier was at -11dBm. The peak envelope power reached the 1dB compression point when each input carrier was at -17dBm. Fig.3-15 shows the result of dual sideband injection predistortion with the input power per carrier varied from -18dBm to -10dBm, which therefore spans the 1dB compression point and the maximum specified input power, and with the tone-spacing varied from 1MHz to 10MHz. The injected signals at each tone-spacing and power level were determined by the methods discussed in Section 3.3.4. The IM3 powers before and after predistortion are shown in Fig.3-15 (a), the injected IM3 amplitudes and phases are shown in Fig.3-15 (b) and Fig.3-15 (c). All of the injection parameters were determined in only two iterations.

In Fig.3-15 (a), the upper planes in both IM3L and IM3U represent the original IM3 powers, while lower planes represent IM3 powers after injection predistortion. All these power levels are relative to the output carrier power. The small fluctuations occur because the IM3 powers are reduced to the noise floor. Comparing the phase plots of IM3L and IM3U in Fig.3-7 (b) and (d), with the phases of the injected IM3L and IM3U signals in Fig.3-15 (c), the shapes are similar, with approximately 180° offset. An offset of exactly 180° would be expected for perfect cancellation if there were no interaction between upper and lower IM3s, and the deviation from 180° is due to the interactions.
3.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have briefly introduced two-tone tests, and implemented new measurement and injection predistortion techniques in two-tone tests.

The new measurement is to calculate the ratio between output IM3 products and novel
IM3 references which are created by the two main output tones. With these results, we can clearly describe the relationship between injected and output IM3 products. Based on this relationship, a correct injection for either lower or upper sideband IM3 can be easily calculated instead of manual tuning. Additionally, interaction between lower and upper sideband IM3 products has been revealed during the research. To our knowledge, this interaction has not been proposed in published papers before. As a result, further IM3 reductions have been achieved considering these interactions. The advantage of injection compared with a look-up table approach is that it can address each intermodulation product separately, making it more capable of handling memory effects in PAs.
CHAPTER 4

APPLICATION OF INJECTION PREDISTORTION TECHNIQUES IN 16 QAM SIGNALS

After applying injection predistortion in two-tone tests in Chapter 3, here we will apply the similar methods to a PA subjected to a 16 QAM signals. In this chapter, we will firstly review the injection results in the published papers, and then introduce our different injection techniques. Furthermore, we will demonstrate how this injection predistortion deals with memory effects.

4.1 Published injection predistortion result for wideband signal

Since injection linearization has been proved to work in two-tone tests, it is reasonable to apply similar techniques in a PA subjected to 16 QAM signals. The principles are explained in Chapter 2, so in this section, we just review their performances.

Paper [48] has shown a harmonic injection technique applied to a 28 dBm PA with a 1.23 MHz channel bandwidth offset-QPSK CDMA signal, in Fig. 4-1. An average improvement in adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR) of 6 dB is obtained.
Third- and fifth-order baseband component injection [51] is analyzed in Section 2.2.5.1. It has around 10 dB reduction on spectral regrowth, shown in Fig. 4-2.

A simultaneous harmonic and baseband signal injection is proposed in [47]. Fig. 4-3 shows the comparisons between the combined injection and single injection. Among these predistortions, the combined harmonic and baseband signal injection has a 25
dB reduction in the spectral regrowth.

![Graph showing output power vs frequency](image)

Figure 4-3 Simultaneous harmonic and baseband signal injection [47]

The injection can selectively suppress a small number of intermodulation products, for example, IM3 products in a two-tone test. However, when used in wideband communication systems, the injection methods proposed in the last three papers only control the magnitude and phase of the entire set of injected signals. It is not possible by these methods to control the relative phases and amplitudes of the individual injected sub frequency component. As a result, their ACPR reduction doesn’t work well. In the third example, the combined injection has a better performance, but the authors do not report the extent of the memory effects that existed in the experimental PA. Theoretically, it would be better to control each sub-frequency instead of the entire signal in injection predistortion, especially applied in PA with significant memory effects.

### 4.2 Proposed digital baseband injection

We propose a novel injection technique for a power amplifier subjected to 16 QAM
signals. It allocates every sub-frequency, defining their amplitudes and phases individually, to counteract the output spectral regrowth.

### 4.2.1 Experimental setup

Suppose a wideband digital communication signal in baseband is written as

\[
I(t) + j \times Q(t)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

After modulation in RF domain with centre frequency of \(\omega_c\):

\[
I(t) \times \cos(\omega_c t) - Q(t) \times \sin(\omega_c t)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)

The digital injection is operated in baseband (4.1), while the PA is working in RF band (4.2). The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4-4. The PC generates digital baseband signals added with injected signals and transfers them into memory of a waveform generator (Rhode and Schwarz AMIQ, Appendix B). The AMIQ outputs I and Q analogue signal repeatedly and these signals are modulated and up-converted to RF frequencies (2GHz) by a signal generator with a built-in modulator (the program to control AMIQ is in Appendix D and the program to generate the signal is in Appendix F). The RF signals go through a 40dB gain commercial PA (ZHL-4240, Appendix A) working in its saturation range where it achieves higher efficiency but lower linearity. Finally, the output signals are down-converted and demodulated to baseband I and Q signals and sampled inside a vector signal analyzer (VSA). There is an attenuator connected to the input of VSA to protect it from high power signal.
4.2.2 Sub-frequency allocation and calculation

In this injection predistortion, we need to specify the frequency range of the injected sub-frequency components, and calculate the amplitudes and phases of these sub-frequencies. Supposing that the bandwidth of the signals is $B$ Hz, the main spectral regrowth (also called adjacent channel intermodulation products) after a nonlinear PA will cover $B$ Hz both in lower and upper sidebands, as shown in Fig. 4-5 (a).
Figure 4-5 (a) shows there is a -40dBc spectral regrowth relative to in band communication signals, which indicate that the PA is driven hard. Fig. 4-5 (b) shows the distorted constellation after demodulation, as well as an ideal constellation. The distorted constellation also shows that the PA is working in compression, because a reduction of amplitude is apparent at the highest amplitude regions of the trace.

Written in mathematical equations, the input base band 16 QAM signals (4.1) can be written as the sum of sine waves:

$$K_0e^{i\omega t} + K_1e^{i(\omega+i)t} + \ldots + K_Ne^{i(\omega+N)t} = \sum_{i=0}^{N} K_ie^{i(\omega+i)t}$$

(4.3)

where, $\omega$ is a normalized frequency, $\omega+i$ is the normalized frequency of sub-band $i$, $N$ is the normalized bandwidth of the signal.

Accordingly, the sum of sine waves of $i=-N$ to $-1$ can represent the lower sideband:
\[ K_{-1}e^{j(\alpha-1)\nu} + K_{-2}e^{j(\alpha-2)\nu} + \ldots + K_{-N}e^{j(\alpha-N)\nu} = \sum_{i=-N}^{-1} K_i e^{j(\alpha+i)\nu} \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(4.4)}

Similarly, the upper sideband spectral regrowth with sub-frequencies of \( i=N+1 \) to \( 2N \) would be:

\[ K_{N+1}e^{j(\alpha+N+1)\nu} + K_{N+2}e^{j(\alpha+N+2)\nu} + \ldots + K_{2N}e^{j(\alpha+2N)\nu} = \sum_{N+1}^{2N} K_i e^{j(\alpha+i)\nu} \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(4.5)}

The aim of injection predistortion is to choose appropriate values of \( K \) in (4.4) and (4.5), to counteract the output spectral regrowth. We define 10 groups of \( K \) values, shown in table 4-1. Each row in table 4-1 represents a set of experimental \( K \) values. And each set of \( K \) values will be applied to (4.4) and (4.5) as an injected signal to go through the PA. So we have ten output results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \text{TABLE 4-1} )</th>
<th>Values for ( K )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( 1 )</td>
<td>( K_{N} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 1 )</td>
<td>( e^{j\frac{\pi}{5}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 2 )</td>
<td>( e^{j\frac{2\pi}{5}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \ldots )</td>
<td>( e^{j\frac{4\pi}{5}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 10 )</td>
<td>( e^{j2\pi} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In our experiment, we are using 16-QAM modulations to encode a sequence of 50 symbols repeatedly, with a raised cosine filter with an up sample rate of 10. Thus each period of 50 symbols has 500 samples. When we apply a Fourier transform on one period of these signals, there are 500 different sub-frequencies in frequency domain. The wanted signal covers sub-frequencies from -29 to 30 as shown in Fig. 4-6 (a).
As in table 4-1, the lower and upper spectral regrowth will cover the sub-frequencies from -89 to -30 and from 31 to 90, respectively. We generate 10 different sets of injections (e.g. in Table 4-1), which have the identical amplitude as shown in Fig. 4-6 (a), but different phases, from 0° to 360° with an interval of 36° as shown in Fig. 4-6 (b). The real measured input spectrum using one set of data is shown in Fig. 4-7. The injected components look like two “brick-walls”.

![Figure 4-6](image)

(a) Amplitude of 16 QAM signals and injection

(b) Phase of 10 different injections
Figure 4-7 Input spectrum of injection

There are 10 different outputs relative to 10 different injections, which are demodulated and written as complex signals. With these 10 different complex signals, we synchronize them by their amplitudes, and pick up one period from each output for next step of analysis.

After synchronization in the time domain, we apply a Fourier transform to these 10 different signals and analyze them in the frequency domain. In each spectrum, each sub-frequency component in adjacent channel can be considered as the combination of intermodulation products and injections. When we compare 10 sub-frequency components from 10 different spectra but with the same frequency, they have the same intermodulation products but 10 different phases of injections. For example, Fig. 4-8 plots 50 different vectors which are collected from 5 different sub-frequencies of 10 output spectra.
In Fig. 4-8, among these 50 different vectors, we divide them into 5 groups by their sub-frequency numbers. In each group, we connect them successively by the order of the injections. The contours are approximately circles. In each circle, the centre is contributed by original intermodulation products and the radius is contributed by the injected vector. The ideal relation for one sub-frequency can be seen in Fig. 4-9.
The target for the injection is to generate a new vector which counteracts the original intermodulation products at every sub-frequency in the lower and upper side band. Note that the interactions in two-tone test injection also occur in the wideband signal injection. These can be observed by the distortions of the circles in Fig. 4-8. The equation for solving interactions in two-tone tests is written again here:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    k_1 e^{j \phi_1} \\
    k_2 e^{-j \phi_2}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
    G_{linear-lower} & G_{upper-lower} \\
    G_{lower-upper}^* & G_{linear-upper}^*
\end{bmatrix}^{-1}\begin{bmatrix}
    G_{3-lower} \\
    G_{3-upper}^*
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(3.33)

A 2×2 matrix with 4 parameters is simple and effective for a two-tone test. However, when this matrix is applied to a wideband signal case, its size will increase dramatically. For example, there are 120 sub-frequencies in this 16 QAM signal, which indicates a 120×120 matrix. For each element of this matrix, we need to plot a circle to calculate its value. Even though we can measure 3 spots to identify the circle as the fastest way, there are still totally 120×120×3=43200 measurements to complete this matrix. This matrix method is unrealistic in wide band signal cases. Therefore, an alternative is needed.

In this case, we propose an iterative method to solve this interaction problem in wideband signal cases. Suppose the total number of sub-frequencies of the QAM signal is \(N\), which means:

\[
I(t) + jQ(t) = \sum_{i=0}^{N} K_i e^{j(\omega+i)t}
\]

(4.6)

It also means that each of the lower and upper sideband spectral regrowth has \(N\) sub-frequencies, which is coordinate with (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5). With these assumptions, the iteration is shown and explained as follows:
At the beginning, the initial injected sub-frequencies $K_i$ are set to be zero. The input now only contains the 16 QAM signals.

We measure the residual intermodulation products ($IM_i$) at the spectral regrowth, which are the centre of the circles plotted in Fig. 4-8.

If $IM_i$ are small which means the spectral regrowth are reduced to a satisfactory
range, we stop the process, otherwise we begin to calculate the injection $K_i$.

We measure the linear gain of the PA ($G_i$), at different sub-frequencies, which can be determined from the radius of the circles in Fig. 4-8. The linear gains should be identical in a memoryless PA case. However, in a PA with memory effects, they vary with frequency, so we need to measure them separately.

The injection without considering the interaction would be:

$$K_i = -\frac{IM_i}{G_i} \quad (4.7)$$

We put a negative sign in (4.7) because we need the opposite phases for injection. When (4.7) is applied to the procedure, we have two modifications. Firstly, a reduction to the injected components is needed in order to suppress the interaction between the in band signal and these injected components. In this case, we divide all the injected components by two. However, this suppression coefficient can be varied from zero to one, depending on the situation. For example, we can have a smaller coefficient if the interactions are substantial, or have a larger coefficient if the interactions are inconspicuous. Secondly, all of the injection results are accumulated in the iteration. So (4.7) is changed to:

$$K_i(new) = K_i - 0.5 \times \frac{IM_i}{G_i} \quad (4.8)$$

All the injected sub-frequencies and the 16 QAM signal are added together as a new input signal. We then go to step again.
4.2.3 Experimental results

The injection results in this case are shown in Fig. 4-11. The ACPR before predistortion is around -40dBc relative to in band power. It has been reduced by more than 15dB at the first injection. A further 12dB reduction is achieved by the second iteration, giving a total of nearly 30dB improvement.

![Output spectra in injection predistortion](image)

Figure 4-11 Output spectra in injection predistortion

Unlike the published techniques, this injection predistortion has taken account of the different frequency response of the PA, and gives different scales and different rotations for different sub-frequencies instead of manipulating them all together. Fig. 4-12 shows a single side band injection, which reduces the upper sideband of spectral regrowth. It shows that this injection technique is sensitive to each sub-frequency and more capable of handling memory effects.
4.3 Summary

In this chapter, we have applied the similar digital injection techniques to a 16 QAM wideband signal. Since the matrix approach is no longer practical in wideband signal cases, we use an iterative method to solve the interaction problem.

Unlike the published injection techniques, this new digital injection predistortion method can address the amplitude and phase for each sub-frequency in the spectral regrowth. In our experiment, this injection technique achieves a 30 dB reduction of spectral regrowth, which is better than the published papers. Additionally, we have also proved that this injection method can suppress the upper and lower spectral regrowth sidebands separately, thus demonstrating its capacity for dealing with memory effects.

It is easy to reduce the spectral regrowth by suppressing them to zero. However, it is more difficult to tell the correct values of amplitudes and phases of the
sub-frequencies in the in band range. Therefore, this injection technique can not reduce intermodulation products in the in band signal. Additionally, the interactions caused by the injected signal will be added to the in band signal. In Chapter 5, we will propose a combined technique, which can solve this problem.
CHAPTER 5

COMBINED LUT PLUS INJECTION PREDISTORTION

Firstly in this chapter, we will briefly review LUT based predistortion, and discuss the difference between LUT and injection mathematically. Secondly, we will compare their experimental performance mainly in terms of adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR) reduction, error vector magnitude (EVM) improvement. Thirdly, we propose an integrated predistorter: LUT plus injection (L+I) predistortion to inherit their advantages based on their comparisons, and verify its abilities by applying to a cascaded PA system having both nonlinearities and memory effects.

5.1 Mathematical relations between LUT and injection

The traditional LUT is a simple AM/AM and AM/PM predistortion technique. Fig. 5-1 shows a simple digital predistorter using AM/AM and AM/PM conversion: $F(V_i)$, and this conversion can be carried out by a LUT. There are many improvements [16] of this conversion to achieve better performance where there are memory effects in the PA, like Volterra, Wiener, Hammerstein and memory polynomials.

![Figure 5-1 Digital predistortion for a power amplifier](image_url)
The LUT mentioned in this chapter is referred to a simple AM/AM and AM/PM conversion. The LUT in our research is generated and implemented by Matlab, which can be found in Appendix G. We firstly analyze the relation and difference between LUT and injection mathematically before comparing their experimental results.

As shown in Fig. 5-1, \( F(|V_i|) \) describes the AM/AM and AM/PM conversion, which can be written in a power series:

\[
F(|V_i|) = A_1 V_i + A_2 |V_i|^2 V_i + A_3 |V_i|^3 V_i + A_4 |V_i|^4 V_i + A_5 |V_i|^5 V_i + \ldots
\]  \( (5.1) \)

We denote

\[
A = |A_j| \exp \left( j \angle A \right)
\]

for \( A_1, A_2, A_3, A_4, A_5 \).

In (5.1), \( A_1 \) represents the linear gain back-off, which can be observed in Fig. 5-2, the odd order coefficients representing the odd order distortions will determine the in-band distortion. And these terms \( A_3 |V_i|^2 V_i, A_5 |V_i|^4 V_i \) in (5.1) can be judged as third- and fifth-order injections [51]. It is important to note that, unlike the LUT, the injection generally does not affect the linear gain.

![Figure 5-2 Explanation of linear gain back-off in LUT](image)

Figure 5-2 Explanation of linear gain back-off in LUT
We now analyze the differences among LUT, published injection and our proposed injection techniques.

Assume that the input $V_i$ is written in the form of Fourier series as:

$$K_0 e^{i\sigma t} + K_1 e^{j(\omega + \omega_1) t} + ... + K_N e^{j(N\omega + \omega) t} = \sum_{i=0}^{N} K_i e^{j(\omega+\omega_i) t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

Equation (5.2) is the same as (4.3). The third-order power series of LUT, (i.e., $A_3|V_i|^2 V_i$) would be:

$$A_3 V_i^2 V_i^* = A_3 \left( K_0 e^{i\sigma t} + K_1 e^{j(\omega + \omega_1) t} + ... + K_N e^{j(N\omega + \omega) t} \right)^2 \times \left( K_0 e^{-i\sigma t} + K_1 e^{-j(\omega + \omega_1) t} + ... + K_N e^{-j(N\omega + \omega) t} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.3)

There will be a lot of cross products in (5.3). Disregarding the coefficients $A$ and $K$, and focusing on the exponential terms, we will find out that:

$$\left( e^{i\sigma t} + e^{j(\omega + \omega_1) t} + ... + e^{j(N\omega - \omega) t} \right) \times e^{-j(\omega + N\omega) t} \times e^{i\sigma t}$$

$$= e^{j(-N\omega + \omega + \omega_1) t} + e^{j(-N\omega + \omega_2) t} + ... + e^{j(-N\omega + \omega_1) t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)

These cross products will provide the lower sideband frequencies, the same as in (4.4). And we can find out the upper sideband frequencies in (5.3) similarly:

$$\left( e^{j(\omega + \omega_1) t} + e^{j(\omega + \omega_2) t} + ... + e^{j(\omega + N\omega) t} \right) \times e^{-i\sigma t} \times e^{j(\omega + N\omega) t}$$

$$= e^{j(\omega + N\omega + \omega_1) t} + e^{j(\omega + N\omega + \omega_2) t} + ... + e^{j(\omega + N\omega + \omega_1) t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.5)

In other words, this third-order term has provided us both of the lower and upper sideband frequencies. The published injection [47, 48, 51] and LUT focus on verifying $A_3$, which is enough while the PA doesn’t have strong memory effects. By contrast, our injection focuses on the lower and upper sideband of the sub-frequencies.
and verifies their amplitude and phases to particularly deal with different frequency response or memory effects of the PA.

5.2 Experimental comparisons between LUT and injection

After the mathematical analysis, we will individually apply LUT and injection predistortion to a commercial PA having weak memory effects but strong nonlinearities, with a 16 QAM signal (The program to implement the LUT and L+I is in Appendix G). The comparisons include spectral regrowth, average output power, peak to average ratio and error vector magnitude (EVM), which is defined on page 100. All the measurements are shown from Fig. 5-3 to Fig. 5-7.

Figure 5-3 Normalized AM/AM and AM/PM measurement

Figure 5-4 IM3 asymmetries at different two-tone input power
Figure 5-5 Comparison of power spectra

Figure 5-6 Comparison on EVM
Fig. 5-3 shows the AM/AM and AM/PM conversion occurring in a commercial memoryless PA. They are measured using sine wave envelope signals. The AM/AM conversion shows that the PA is working at its compression point. Fig. 5-4 plots the third order intermodulation (IM3) asymmetries measurements in a two-tone test, which shows that the PA has weak memory effects, comparing with the next experiments (the input maximum power for this experiment without predistortion is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ACPR reduction (dBc)</th>
<th>Average EVM (%rms)</th>
<th>Average output magnitude (Volt)</th>
<th>Peak value (Volt)</th>
<th>Crest factor (input 2.075)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distorted</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1.6002</td>
<td>0.3678</td>
<td>0.6420</td>
<td>1.7455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUT</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.7305</td>
<td>0.3054</td>
<td>0.6405</td>
<td>2.0974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2.1976</td>
<td>0.3669</td>
<td>0.6581</td>
<td>1.7936</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 5-5 shows the spectral regrowth reductions by LUT and injection. Fig. 5-6 shows the EVM improvements by LUT and injection. Fig. 5-7 shows the PA's distorted constellation compared with LUT and injection predistortion constellation. Table 5-1 shows a comparison of the detailed results. EVM is short for error vector magnitude. An error vector is the difference between the ideal constellation and the actual received constellation. The average power of the error vector, normalized to the signal power, is the EVM. The peak value is the maximum magnitude in the constellation of the signal. The crest factor (peak-to-average ratio or peak-to-average power ratio) is a measurement that calculated from the peak amplitude of the waveform divided by the root mean square value of the waveform.

From these comparisons, we can see that both LUT and injection reduce the spectral regrowth down to the noise floor. The difference is that LUT has a significant linear gain back-off, where $|A_l|<1$ in (5.1), while the injection technique has not. This can be observed either from their average output magnitudes in Table 5-1, or constellation routes in Fig. 5-7. However, their peak values are near to each other. The LUT generally has the same peak value as the distorted signal because they share the same maximum input amplitude in AM/AM conversion. Injection would be a little bigger or smaller than the distorted signal because the injection signal would enhance the original signal while the phase between them is smaller than 90° at highest magnitude, or cancel each other while the phase between them is bigger than 90°. On the other hand, due to the linear gain back-off, the shape of LUT output constellation is more similar to a standard 16 QAM signal, when compared with the output constellation using injection. This can be observed in the EVM plot in Fig. 5-7, or in the crest factor in table 5-1. Although these two predistortion techniques have similar impacts on spectral regrowth reduction, they result in different EVM values. The reason is as follows. EVM is contributed by both in-band distortion and spectral regrowth in the frequency domain. Injection reduces spectral regrowth and therefore improves the EVM. While at the same time, due to the nonlinearities of the PA, the side band injected signal and original in band signal will generate new intermodulation products.
[8] and this will affect the in-band signal, which increases the EVM. Fig. 5-4 shows strong nonlinearities existing in the PA, which means the new in band intermodulation distortion is dominant for EVM. So the total EVM for injection predistortion is getting worse. However, we can still see certain EVM improvements appearing at the high magnitude points in the constellation.

**5.3 L+I predistorter**

Figure 4-12 has shown how well the injection technique deals with memory effects and Section 5.2 has clearly explained how well the LUT deals with nonlinearities. However, each of the techniques alone can not deal perfectly with a PA that has both nonlinearities and memory effects.

**5.3.1. Basic idea of L+I**

We propose a new predistortion method which combines LUT and injection. The objectives of this new combined technique are to use LUT to minimize the nonlinearities, and to use injection to eliminate the residual memory effects, so that both spectral regrowth and EVM can be improved. The LUT plus injection predistortion structure is shown in Fig. 5-8. The logical reason for applying LUT first then injection, rather than injection first then LUT, is that the LUT predistorter will first reduce the majority of the PA's nonlinearities and hence the new intermodulation products generated from the interaction of injection and pre-linearized signal [8] will be much less significant. With the linearity improvements from LUT, we do not need iterations like Fig. 4-10, in the injection part.
5.3.2 Experimental PA system and comparison results

In this section, we cascade the previous PA having high nonlinearities but weak memory effects, with a PA having both strong nonlinearities and memory effects. We then apply LUT, injection and L+I predistortion respectively. Fig. 5-9 plots the AM/AM, AM/PM conversion and Fig. 5-10 shows IM3 asymmetry measurement (Input maximum power for this experiment without predistortion is 4dBm). These two figures show that the cascaded PA system has both nonlinearities and significant memory effects compared with the single PA in Section 4.3.1.
Figure 5-10 IM3 asymmetries at different two-tone input powers

Figure 5-11 Comparison of power spectra
Figure 5-12 Comparison on EVM

Figure 5-13 Comparison of output constellations
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ACPR reduction (dBc)</th>
<th>Average EVM (%rms’)</th>
<th>Average output magnitude (Volt)</th>
<th>Peak value (Volt)</th>
<th>Crest factor (input 2.075)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distorted</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2.5330</td>
<td>0.6138</td>
<td>1.0147</td>
<td>1.6531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUT</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.0399</td>
<td>0.4851</td>
<td>1.0143</td>
<td>2.0908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.2688</td>
<td>0.5991</td>
<td>1.0277</td>
<td>1.7154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L+I</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.0041</td>
<td>0.4810</td>
<td>1.0119</td>
<td>2.1038</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5-11 shows the spectral regrowth, Fig. 5-12 shows the EVM and Fig. 5-13 shows the output constellation for all original distorted signals, LUT, injection and L+I predistortion. Table 5-2 lists the comparative results. As expected, L+I has a linear gain back-off to compensate the compression, which is similar to LUT, and it can address each sub-frequency to cancel the remaining memory effects, which is similar to injection. As a result, it can improve EVM effectively and reduce spectral regrowth down to the noise floor.

Another application of L+I is demonstrated in [63]. It is applied in a highly-efficient broadband Inverse Class E PA. Improvement of approximately 40 dB for spectral regrowth reduction (Fig. 5-14) and 0.7% EVM (rms) in a 16 QAM signal is achieved.

Compared with published memory polynomial models, L+I can reduce spectral regrowth and improve EVM as well. The advantage of L+I is that, the LUT is applicable to the nonlinearities while the injection is applicable to memory effects. This L+I predistortion may be useful for further research, such as using predistortion to separate nonlinearities and memory effects in a PA. In contrast, the coefficients in memory polynomial models do not obviously separate or indicate the extent of the nonlinearities and memory effects in PAs.
5.4 Summary

Although the injection technique in Chapter 4 was proven to work in the frequency domain, it results in inevitably poor EVM, as demonstrated in Section 5.2. Therefore, we propose a combined predistortion technique in this chapter, which applies both LUT and injection. The idea is that it can use LUT to reduce most of the nonlinearities and then apply injection to remove the residual spectral regrowth. This combined predistortion technique has two advantages compared with the single injection. First, it doesn’t need a matrix (in two-tone tests) nor iterations (in wideband signals) to compensate the interactions. Secondly, it can reduce both ACPR and EVM, when the PA has both strong nonlinearities and memory effects, as demonstrated in Section 5.3.
CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

6.1 Summary

Due to the growing number of mobile users and the trend towards multi-band and multi-mode communication systems, high efficiency and high linearity power amplifiers are more and more desirable. Therefore, a high efficiency power amplifier with an integrated linearization technique is increasingly popular today. During the PhD research, we have analyzed and implemented a range of published and novel predistortion techniques. The range covers from memoryless AM/AM, AM/PM conversion to memory Volterra, and finally our proposed combined LUT plus injection. Meanwhile, the testing amplifiers varied from commercial memoryless power amplifier, inverse class E power amplifier, to a cascaded power amplifier system which contains both nonlinearities and memory effects.

This thesis began with a brief introduction of linearization techniques, and basic models of both analogue and digital predistortion, in Chapter 1. We chose digital predistortion as our main linearization technique, and begin to analyze numbers of power amplifier models and the corresponding digital predistortion techniques in Chapter 2.

In Chapter 2, we firstly discussed the power amplifiers models which are divided into two categories. The first category is memoryless models, which includes AM/AM, AM/PM conversion, memoryless polynomial, frequency-independent Saleh model. The second category considers both nonlinearities and memory effects, which contains a frequency-dependent nonlinear quadrature model, ARMA model, Volterra
model, memory polynomial model, Wiener model, and neural network model. Most of their inverse models are also depicted later in the same chapter, which are AM/AM, AM/PM conversion, inverse Volterra, inverse memory polynomial, Hammerstein, and neural network model. All of the inverse models are implemented in the digital predistorter. Further, we introduced digital injection predistortion. Unlike the traditional digital predistortions which are inverse power amplifier models, this injection technique generates phasors in anti-phase to those representing the intermodulation products, in order to cancel each other at the output port. This is attractive because it is good at dealing with memory effects in two-tone tests. Some novel improvements for the injection are described in the following Chapter 3 and 4.

In Chapter 3, we proposed and demonstrated novel methods on measurement and injection for intermodulation products in two-tone tests, which were subsequently published in [8]. We brought several innovations to the published techniques. The new measurement can clearly and easily describe the relationship between injected and output intermodulation products. Based on this discovered relationship, either lower or upper sideband IM3 injection can be calculated instead of manual tuning. Interaction between lower and upper sideband IM3 products has been discovered for the first time with this new measurement. To our knowledge, this interaction has not been proposed or discussed in published papers before. As a result, further IM3 reductions have been achieved while considering these interactions. In order to maximize its merit, we attempt to apply the same technique in wideband 16 QAM signal in Chapter 4.

In Chapter 4, the same injection technique is applied to a 16 QAM signal. However, the matrix approach proposed in Chapter 3 is no longer practical since what we reduce are not lower and upper IM3 products, but the whole spectral regrowth. As we know, the interaction is caused by the third order nonlinearities of the power amplifier while the cancellation of spectral regrowth is through the linear gain of the power amplifier. So the amplitudes of anti-phase phasors are bigger than those of the new interactions.
We can adjust the injection to become smaller in order to cancel part of the spectral regrowth while generating negligible interactions, step by step in the whole injection. Hence, an alternative iterative method is proposed to compensate interaction problems in 16 QAM injections. Since our injection can effectively control each sub-frequency, therefore, our results give much better spectral regrowth reduction compared with published works. In the end of this chapter, we have completely demonstrated its capacity for dealing with memory effects by showing that, as an extreme case, it can be used to suppress only the upper sideband of spectral regrowth. Although injection performs good spectral regrowth reduction even for power amplifiers that show significant memory effects, it still has a few disadvantages which limit its applications. Further discussions and a solution were presented in Chapter 5.

Communication signals not only require high spectrum efficiency, i.e. low frequency interference, but also high accuracy. A widely accepted measure applicable to this is the EVM in 16 QAM signal. In the published works on injection, authors typically focus on intermodulation products reduction in spectrum rather than I-Q signal precision. No relevant measurements such as EVM are given. Our measurement shows that injection will result in poor EVM compared with traditional LUT linearization. In Chapter 5, we firstly went back to a simple LUT using AM/AM and AM/PM conversion. And then we compare LUT and injection, regarding to their mathematical models, experimental results such as spectral regrowth reduction, output power, signal crest factor and EVM. With these analyses, we finally propose a new digital predistortion technique, which combine injection and LUT. The idea behind this combination is to use LUT to reduce most of the nonlinearities first, and then injection to reduce the rest of the spectral regrowth. This LUT plus injection predistortion is applied to a cascaded power amplifier system which has shown both significant nonlinearities and memory effects. With this predistortion method, both spectral regrowth and EVM show an improvement when compared with any single predistortion technique.
6.2 Major contributions and achievements

In the research, we have the following novel contribution on digital predistortion linearization techniques:

a. Improvements on traditional digital injection in two-tone test. Firstly, we reveal the phase relationships between the two main output tones and the output intermodulation products. Measurements on IM3 including amplitude and phase are given. Secondly, we proposed a new mathematical relationship on injected and output intermodulation products. Hence, we are the first to identify these interactions in the injection method and give solutions. With this improvement, the IM3 products have been further reduced when the power amplifier is driven harder. In our research, a 60 dB reduction on IM3 is achieved.

b. This new digital injection technique was firstly applied to 16 QAM wideband signals. Because our novel injection technique can effectively control each sub-frequency and consider interactions, it results a 30 dB reduction on spectral regrowth, which is better than the published works. Further, we can manage to reduce one sideband of spectral growth, leaving the other sideband. This can demonstrate its capabilities of dealing with memory effects.

c. We have been the first authors to analyze injection with regard to EVM measurements. We determined that injection does not improve the EVM. So we are the first to combine LUT and injection for wideband signal predistortion. This new L+I linearization can handle nonlinearities and memory effects, hence giving both better EVM (0.7% rms) and ACPR improvements (40dB) than any single technique.
6.3 Suggestions for future work

- The work can be implemented into a FPGA board or DSP board. When using FPGA as a PD, the delay caused by the circuit or the processing can be compensated by adding digital buffer inside the board. Choosing a suitable clock signal is a key work. So far, we have implemented the LUT algorithm into FPGA board. However, the injection part which will include the convolution integrations is under construction.

- The experiment for injection in thesis is to correct a repeat signal, which is known before the correction. While the signal is unknown in a practical way, the FPGA board can apply pipeline to calculate the injection before sending the signal. To make it simple, we can have three different phase injections (instead of 10 in Chapter 4) to identify the circle (e.g. in Figure 4-8). For example, we can inject the components with identical amplitude but phases of 0°, 120° and 240°. The FPGA board can have three blocks to perform the injection in parallel. We assume the first block is to injection 0° phase component, the second block is to injection 120° phase component and the third block is to inject the 240° phase component. At the same time, the FPGA can have a fourth block to perform the calculation for the correct injection. We can chop the signal which is going to be sent into parts with the same time length. It can be marked with ①, ②, ③, ④ and so on. The performance of the FPGA is listed in Table 6-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FPGA (block 1)</th>
<th>①</th>
<th>②</th>
<th>③</th>
<th>④</th>
<th>⑤</th>
<th>......</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FPGA (block 2)</td>
<td>①</td>
<td>②</td>
<td>③</td>
<td>④</td>
<td>⑤</td>
<td>......</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPGA (block 3)</td>
<td>①</td>
<td>②</td>
<td>③</td>
<td>④</td>
<td>⑤</td>
<td>......</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPGA (block 4)</td>
<td>①</td>
<td>②</td>
<td>③</td>
<td>④</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing</td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>T3</td>
<td>T4</td>
<td>T5</td>
<td>......</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6-1 FPGA pipeline

The first line in Table 6-1 represents how block 1 inside the FPGA working in different time period. For example, in the time period T1, it performs phase 0° injection to signal ①; in the time period T2, it performs phase 0° injection to signal ②, and so on. The second line in Table 6-1 represents how block 2 which is 120° phase injection, working in different time period. It is similar to block 1. The third line in Table 6-1 represents how block 3 which is 240° phase injection, working in different time period. It is similar to block 1 as well. The fourth line in Table 6-1 represents block 4 which is to calculate the correct injection, working in different time period. In T1, because the circle of signal ① is not completed, so it does not carry any performance. In T2, when the circle of signal ① is identified, block 4 will calculate its center and radius and find out the correct inject component for signal ①. In T3, block 4 will calculate the injection for signal ②, and so on. So for any piece of the signal, it will take only two time period to find out the correct injection, which means the delay for this injection is two time period. This PGA parallel working system will shorten the injection measuring time hence to mitigate the time delay issue, and make the injection more realistic.

- The power consumption of the FPGA board plays an important roll for the predistorter, because the original aim of predistortion is to improve the PA’s linearity while maintaining its power efficiency. So far, the power consumption of the FPGA board can be more than 1200 mW. This power level indicates that predistorter using FPGA is not ideal for handsets, but it can be implemented into base station.

- The L+I predistortion has the potential to be controlled using artificial intelligence techniques. The advantage is that the coefficients of injection and
LUT and can be calculated automatically rather than manual measurement and calculation.

6.4 Conclusions

In this thesis, we have summarized different published power amplifier models and their inverse models for predistortion. However, memory effects which affect these digital predistortion motivated our further research on digital predistortion.

We have proposed our LUT plus injection predistortion. It has several advantages as follows. Firstly, the injection results reported here are superior to those in previously published works. Secondly, it can deal with nonlinearities and memory effects when compared with any single techniques. As a result, it gives much better EVM and ACPR reduction, even when the operated power amplifier or cascaded power amplifier system is driven harder resulting in bigger nonlinearities and memory effects.

This new linearization technique can be further developed by using neural networks to incorporate artificial intelligence capabilities and greater adaptivity. This technique can be applied to using FPGA or DSP boards in the future to maximize its application.
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APPENDIX A

The information of power amplifiers ZHL-4240 can be found in the website:

APPENDIX B

The information of I/Q Modulation Generator R&S® AMIQ can be found in the website: http://www2.rohde-schwarz.com/product/AMIQ.html
Appendix C

The information of Signal Generator Family R&S SMIQ can be found in the website:
http://www2.rohde-schwarz.com/product/smiq.html
Appendix D

The program below is written in C++ Builder, for the purpose of connecting PC with modulator (AMIQ). The AMIQ has a 14-bit DAC output, which means the normalized voltage can vary from 0 to 1, with the interval of $2^{-14}$. As a result, the ratio between the maximum power to the minimum power is $2^{14*2}$, which is nearly 84 dBe. All the programs in the appendix are created by the author.

```c++
#include <vel.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#pragma hdrstop
#include "P_port.h"

#include "P_port.h"
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
#pragma package(smart_init)
#pragma link "MSCommLib_OCX"
#pragma resource "*.dfm"
 TForm1 *Form1;
//------------------------------------------------------------------------
_funcall TForm1::TForm1(TComponent* Owner)
    : TForm(Owner)
{
}
}
//----------------------------------------------------------------------

void __fastcall TForm1::FormCreate(TObject *Sender)
//define the user interface at the beginning of program
{
    auto_i=0;
    auto_j=0;
    auto_k=0;
    if (MSComm->PortOpen==true)
        MSComm->PortOpen=false;
    Button_Con->Enabled=true;
    Button_DisCon->Enabled=false;
    Shape->Shape=stCircle;
    Shape->Brush->Color=clRed;
```
All_InVisible();
Connection->TabVisible=false;
ComboBox_Fre->Text="MHz";
ComboBox_Amp->Text="I:";
ComboBox_RamQuery->Text="File Name";
Edit_C2->Visible=false;
Edit_C3->Visible=false;
Edit_C4->Visible=false;
Label_C2->Visible=false;
Label_C3->Visible=false;
Label_C4->Visible=false;
Label_CF2->Visible=false;
Label_CF3->Visible=false;
Label_CF4->Visible=false;
Edit_CF2->Visible=false;
Edit_CF3->Visible=false;
Edit_CF4->Visible=false;
ComboBox_CF2->Visible=false;
ComboBox_CF3->Visible=false;
ComboBox_CF4->Visible=false;
Label_IData->Visible=false;
Label_QData->Visible=false;
Edit_IData->Visible=false;
Edit_QData->Visible=false;
Edit_DataFile->Visible=false;
RadioGroup_IQ->ItemIndex=0;
ProgressBar_SG->Position=0;

void __fastcall TForm1::Button_ConClick(TObject *Sender)
//botton for connection
{
    if(MSComm->PortOpen!=true&&ComboBox->Text!="Connection Config")
    {
        //define port
        if (ComboBox->Text=="Com1")
            MSComm->CommPort=1;
        else
            MSComm->CommPort=2;
        //set protocol
        MSComm->Settings="9600,n,8,1";
        MSComm->InputMode=0;
    }
MSComm->Handshaking=2;
MSComm->SThreshold=1;
MSComm->RThreshold=1;
MSComm->PortOpen=true;

//program interface config
Button_Con->Enabled=false;
Button_DisCon->Enabled=true;
Shape->Brush->Color=clGreen;
All_Visible();
}
else if (ComboBox->Text=="Connection Config")
    Application->MessageBox("Port not selected.","Error Message",MB_OK);
}
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

void __fastcall TForm1::Button_DisConClick(TObject *Sender)
//click for disconnect
{
    //disconnection
    MSComm->PortOpen=false;
    //program interface config
    Button_Con->Enabled=true;
    Button_DisCon->Enabled=false;
    Shape->Brush->Color=clRed;
    All_InVisible();
}
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

void __fastcall TForm1::Button_SendClick(TObject *Sender)
//botton for send command
{
    if (!MSComm->PortOpen)
    Application->MessageBox("Port not open.","Error Message",MB_OK);
    else
        Transmit();
}
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

void __fastcall TForm1::Transmit()
//function for transmit text in "connection page"
{
    if (!MSComm->PortOpen)
Application->MessageBox("Port not open.","Error
Message",MB_OK);
else
{
    MSComm->Output=StringToOleStr(Edit->Text+"n");
    Edit->Text="T:"+Edit->Text;
    Memo1->Lines->Add(Edit->Text);
    Edit->Text="",
}

void __fastcall TForm1::All_Visible()
//all pages visible
{
    Property->TabVisible=true;
    Signal_Gen->TabVisible=true;
}

void __fastcall TForm1::All_InVisible()
//all pages invisible
{
    Property->TabVisible=false;
    Signal_Gen->TabVisible=false;
}

void __fastcall TForm1::EditKeyPress(TObject *Sender, char &Key)
//if "enter" then transmit--in "connection page"
{
    if (Key==13)
        Transmit();
}

void __fastcall TForm1::MSCommComm(TObject *Sender)
//if received any char in serial port
{
    AnsiString str;
    OleVariant s;
    if(MSComm->CommEvent==comEvReceive)
    {
        //if buffer got data

while (MSComm->InBufferCount) {
    // receive data
    s = MSComm->Input;
    // change to AnsiString data
    str = str + s.AsType(varString);
    for (int i = 0; i < 90999999; i++);
}
if (PageControl->ActivePageIndex == 0) {// if the buff receive Rthreshold number of data
    // display data into memo
    Memo1->Lines->Add("R: "+str);
} else if (PageControl->ActivePageIndex == 1) {
    Memo2->Lines->Add(str);
}
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Appendix A

C++ builder graphic user interface program for connecting PC with modulator AMIQ
(designed by the author)

void __fastcall TForm1::ClearClick(TObject *Sender) // pop up menu for memo in "connection page"
{
    if (PageControl->ActivePageIndex == 0)
        Memo1->Text = ""
    else if (PageControl->ActivePageIndex == 1)
        Memo2->Text = ""
}
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

void __fastcall TForm1::Button_RSTClick(TObject *Sender) // command of reset
{
    MSComm->Output = StringToOleStr("*RST\n");
}
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

void __fastcall TForm1::Button_idnClick(TObject *Sender) // command of identification
{
    MSComm->Output = StringToOleStr("*IDN?\n");
}
void __fastcall TForm1::Botton_SineClick(TObject *Sender)
//command of sending sine wave
{
    MSComm->Output=StringToOleStr("MMEM:LOAD
RAM,'SINE.WV'\nARM\nTRIG\noutput:i fix\noutput:q fix\n");
}
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

void __fastcall TForm1::Edit_ampKeyPress(TObject *Sender, char &Key)
//command of changing amplitude
{
    if (Key==13)
    {
        if (ComboBox_Amp->Text="I:"
            MSComm->Output=StringToOleStr("OUTP:I:AMPL
"+Edit_amp->Text+"v\nOUTP:I var\n");
        else if (ComboBox_Amp->Text="Q:"
            MSComm->Output=StringToOleStr("OUTP:Q:AMPL
"+Edit_amp->Text+"v\nOUTP:Q var\n");
    }
}
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

void __fastcall TForm1::Edit_clocKeyPress(TObject *Sender, char &Key)
//command of changing clock
{
    if (Key==13)
    {
        MSComm->Output=StringToOleStr("CLOC
"+Edit_cloc->Text+ComboBox_Fre->Text+"\n");
    }
}
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

void __fastcall TForm1::Button_clocClick(TObject *Sender)
//command of asking clock
{
    MSComm->Output=StringToOleStr("SOUR:CLOCK?\n");
}
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
void __fastcall TForm1::Button_AmpClick(TObject *Sender)
//command of asking amplitude
{

MSComm->Output=StringToOleStr("OUTP:"+ComboBox_Amp->Text+"AMPL?\n")
;
}
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------

void __fastcall TForm1::Button_RamQueryClick(TObject *Sender)
//command of asking tag
{
    if (ComboBox_RamQuery->Text=="File Name")
        MSComm->Output=StringToOleStr("MEM:NAME?\n");
    else if (ComboBox_RamQuery->Text=="All Tag")
        MSComm->Output=StringToOleStr("MEM:DATA?\n");
    else
        MSComm->Output=StringToOleStr("MEM:DATA?
RAM,"+ComboBox_RamQuery->Text+"\n");
}
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

void __fastcall TForm1::Button_DualClick(TObject *Sender)
//command of sending dultone waveform
{
    MSComm->Output=StringToOleStr("MMEM:LOAD
RAM,'dualtone.WV\nARM\nTRIG\noutput:i fix\noutput:q fix\n");
}
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

void __fastcall TForm1::Button_FilClick(TObject *Sender)
//command of sending filter
{

MSComm->Output=StringToOleStr("OUTP:"+ComboBox_FIL_Ch->Text+"filt
"+ComboBox_FIL->Text+"\n");
}
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

void __fastcall TForm1::Button_filterClick(TObject *Sender)
//command of asking filter
{

MSComm->Output=StringToOleStr("OUTP:"+ComboBox_FIL_Ch->Text+"filt?\n");
}
void __fastcall TForm1::Button_mineClick(TObject *Sender)
  //command of sending self generate waveform
  {
      Sig_Gen();
  }

void __fastcall TForm1::Sig_Gen()
  {
      ProgressBar_SG->Position=0;
      unsigned short Data[60000];
      float data_float;
      int i,num;
      AnsiString num1,num2;
      FILE *fp,*fp1,*fp2;
      OleVariant Txbuff;
      if (RadioGroup_IQ->ItemIndex==0)
        //reading combine data
        {
            fp=fopen(Edit_DataFile->Text.c_str(),"rt");
            num=0;
            //reading data
            while (1)
            {
                if (fscanf(fp,"%f",&data_float)==EOF)
                    break;
                Data[num]=(unsigned short)(32768.0+(data_float*32000.0)+0.5);
                Data[num]&=0xFFF;
                num++;
            }
            num--;
            fclose(fp);
        }
      else
        //reading IQ signal respectively
        {
            fp1=fopen(Edit_IData->Text.c_str(),"rt");
            fp2=fopen(Edit_QData->Text.c_str(),"rt");
            num=0;
            //reading data
while (1)
{
  if (fscanf(fp1,"%f",&data_float)==EOF)
    break;
  Data[num]=(unsigned short)(32768.0+(data_float*32000.0)+0.5);
  Data[num]&=0xFFF0;
  num++;
  if (fscanf(fp2,"%f",&data_float)==EOF)
    break;
  Data[num]=(unsigned short)(32768.0+(data_float*32000.0)+0.5);
  Data[num]&=0xFFF0;
  num++;
}
num--;
fclose(fp1);
fclose(fp2);

ProgressBar_SG->Position=2;
if (num%2==0)
  num--;

// send file info
num2=AnsiString((num+1)*2+3);
num1=AnsiString(23+num2.Length()+num+1)*2+6);
MSComm->Output=StringToOleStr("*RST\n");
MSComm->Output=StringToOleStr("mmem:data 'mycur.wav',
"+#"+AnsiString(num1.Length())+num1+"{TYPE: WV, 0} {CHANNEL-"+num2+":
0,#}");
MSComm->PortOpen=false;
MSComm->InputMode=1;
MSComm->PortOpen=true;
ProgressBar_SG->Position=5;
// send bit stream
for (i=0;i<=num;i++)
{
  Txbuff=VarArrayCreate(OPENARRAY(int,(0,1)),varByte);
  Txbuff.PutElement((unsigned char)Data[i],0);
  Txbuff.PutElement((unsigned char)(Data[i]/256),1);
  MSComm->Output=Txbuff;
  ProgressBar_SG->Position=5+(int)(i*94/num);
}
MSComm->PortOpen=false;
MSComm->InputMode=0;
MSComm->PortOpen=true;
MSComm->Output=StringToOleStr("\n");
//load waveform
ProgressBar_SG->Position=100;
MSComm->Output=StringToOleStr("MMEM:LOAD RAM,'mycur.WV'\nARM\nTRIG\noutput:i fix\noutput:q fix\n");
}  //-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

void __fastcall TForm1::ComboBox_Num_BChange(TObject *Sender)
//command of changing number of carrier
{
    if (ComboBox_Num_B->ItemIndex==0)
    {
        Edit_C2->Visible=false;
        Edit_C3->Visible=false;
        Edit_C4->Visible=false;
        Label_C2->Visible=false;
        Label_C3->Visible=false;
        Label_C4->Visible=false;
        Label_CF2->Visible=false;
        Label_CF3->Visible=false;
        Label_CF4->Visible=false;
        Edit_CF2->Visible=false;
        Edit_CF3->Visible=false;
        Edit_CF4->Visible=false;
        ComboBox_CFF2->Visible=false;
        ComboBox_CFF3->Visible=false;
        ComboBox_CFF4->Visible=false;
    }
    else if (ComboBox_Num_B->ItemIndex==1)
    {
        Edit_C2->Visible=true;
        Edit_C3->Visible=false;
        Edit_C4->Visible=false;
        Label_C2->Visible=true;
        Label_C3->Visible=false;
        Label_C4->Visible=false;
        Label_CF2->Visible=false;
        Label_CF3->Visible=false;
        Label_CF4->Visible=false;
        Edit_CF2->Visible=true;
        Edit_CF3->Visible=false;
        Edit_CF4->Visible=false;
        ComboBox_CFF2->Visible=false;
        ComboBox_CFF3->Visible=false;
        ComboBox_CFF4->Visible=false;
    }
}
ComboBox_CF2->Visible=true;
ComboBox_CF3->Visible=false;
ComboBox_CF4->Visible=false;
}
else if (ComboBox_Num_B->ItemIndex==2)
{
    Edit_C2->Visible=true;
    Edit_C3->Visible=true;
    Edit_C4->Visible=false;
    Label_C2->Visible=true;
    Label_C3->Visible=true;
    Label_C4->Visible=false;
    Label_CF2->Visible=true;
    Label_CF3->Visible=true;
    Label_CF4->Visible=false;
    Edit_CF2->Visible=true;
    Edit_CF3->Visible=true;
    Edit_CF4->Visible=false;
    ComboBox_CF2->Visible=true;
    ComboBox_CF3->Visible=true;
    ComboBox_CF4->Visible=false;
}
else if (ComboBox_Num_B->ItemIndex==3)
{
    Edit_C2->Visible=true;
    Edit_C3->Visible=true;
    Edit_C4->Visible=true;
    Label_C2->Visible=true;
    Label_C3->Visible=true;
    Label_C4->Visible=true;
    Label_CF2->Visible=true;
    Label_CF3->Visible=true;
    Label_CF4->Visible=true;
    Edit_CF2->Visible=true;
    Edit_CF3->Visible=true;
    Edit_CF4->Visible=true;
    ComboBox_CF2->Visible=true;
    ComboBox_CF3->Visible=true;
    ComboBox_CF4->Visible=true;
}
}
void __fastcall TForm1::RadioGroup_IQClick(TObject *Sender)
{
    //changing data source of self generation
    if (RadioGroup_IQ->ItemIndex==0)
    {
        Label_IData->Visible=false;
        Label_QData->Visible=false;
        Edit_IData->Visible=false;
        Edit_QData->Visible=false;
        Edit_DataFile->Visible=true;
    }
    else
    {
        Label_IData->Visible=true;
        Label_QData->Visible=true;
        Edit_IData->Visible=true;
        Edit_QData->Visible=true;
        Edit_DataFile->Visible=false;
    }
}
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------
void __fastcall TForm1::Button_BALQueryClick(TObject *Sender)
    //Balance query
    {
        MSComm->Output=StringToOleStr("outp:type?
    }
    //----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

void __fastcall TForm1::Button_Bal_SendClick(TObject *Sender)
    //Balance define
    {
        if (ComboBox_BAL->ItemIndex==0)
            MSComm->Output=StringToOleStr("outp:type bal\n");
        else
            MSComm->Output=StringToOleStr("outp:type UNB\n");
    }
    //----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

void __fastcall TForm1::Button_BAL_AMPClick(TObject *Sender)
    //Balance amplitude query
    {

```cpp
if (ComboBox_BAL_IQ->ItemIndex==0)
    MSComm->Output=StringToOleStr("outp:i:ampl:bal?n");
else
    MSComm->Output=StringToOleStr("outp:q:ampl:bal?n");

} //balence amplitude define

void __fastcall TForm1::Edit_BALKeyPress(TObject *Sender, char &Key)
{ 
    if (Key==13)
    {
        if (ComboBox_BAL_IQ->ItemIndex==0)
            MSComm->Output=StringToOleStr("var\noutp:i:ampl:bal "+Edit_BAL->Text+"V\n");
        else
            MSComm->Output=StringToOleStr("outp:q
var\noutp:q:ampl:bal "+Edit_BAL->Text+"V\n");
    }
} //identification

void __fastcall TForm1::Edit_passwordKeyPress(TObject *Sender, char &Key)
{ 
    if (Key==13&&Edit_password->Text=="AABBCC")
    {
        Connection->TabVisible=true;
        Edit_password->Text="";
        Password->TabVisible=false;
    }
} //identification

void __fastcall TForm1::BitBtn_AutoClick(TObject *Sender)
{ 
    RadioGroup_IQ->ItemIndex=1;
    Label_IData->Visible=true;
    Label_QData->Visible=true;
    Edit_IData->Visible=true;
    Edit_QData->Visible=true;
    Edit_DataFile->Visible=false;
    Edit_IData->Text="I"+AnsiString(auto_j)+AnsiString(auto_k)+".txt";
}
```
Edit_QData->Text="Q"+AnsiString(auto_j)+AnsiString(auto_k)+".txt";
auto_k++;
if (auto_k==10)
{
    auto_k=0;
    auto_j++;
    if (auto_j==10)
    {
        auto_j=0;
        auto_i++;
    }
}
Sig_Gen();
MSComm->Output=StringToOleStr("CLOC 100mhz\noutp:type bal\n");
}  
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

void __fastcall TForm1::Button_SetIJKClick(TObject *Sender)
{
    auto_i=ComboBox_I->ItemIndex;
    auto_j=ComboBox_J->ItemIndex;
    auto_k=ComboBox_K->ItemIndex;
}
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
APPENDIX E

The program below is written in Matlab. All the programs in appendix E are for injection in a two-tone test for Chapter 3. The first program is used to generate a two-tone test signal with the calculated injection of IM3L & IM3U. The second one is to measure the phase and amplitude of the IM3L & IM3U. The third one is to identify the centre and radius of the circle for calculating $R_{\text{lower}}$, $R_{\text{upper-lower}}$ in equation 3.33 in Chapter 3. The fourth one is to identify the centre and radius of the circles for calculating $R_{\text{upper}}$, $R_{\text{lower-upper}}$ in equation 3.33 in Chapter 3. The fifth one is to calculate the correction for injected IM3L & IM3U.

% Define Tone spacing (TS) MHz and sample rate=100MHz (in AMIQ)
TS=10;

% Frequency component
W1=TS/2;
W2=-TS/2;
Lower=W2-TS;
Upper=W1+TS;

% Interval
i=0:1:200-1;

% IMD
exp_L=0;%0.02*exp(2j*pi*0.2);
exp_U=0;%0.02*exp(2j*pi*0.1);
IMD_i=cos(2*pi*Lower*i/100)*exp_L+cos(2*pi*Upper*i/100)*exp_U;
IMD_q=sin(2*pi*Lower*i/100)*exp_L+sin(2*pi*Upper*i/100)*exp_U;
IMD=IMD_i+1j*IMD_q;

% Carrier
Carrier_i=2*cos(2*pi*W1*i/100);
Carrier_q=0;
Carrier=Carrier_i+1j*Carrier_q;

Input=(Carrier+IMD)/3;
Input=Input/max(Input);

% write file
tti=['I00.txt'];
ttq=['Q00.txt'];
ftti=fopen(tti, 'wt');
fttq=fopen(ttq, 'wt');
fprintf(ftti,'%18.17f
',real(Input));
fprintf(fttq,'%18.17f
',imag(Input));
fclose(ftti);
fclose(fttq);

for i=0:9
    y(i+1)=load(['num2str(i)','.mat']);
    % frequency component
    TS=10;
    Com(i+1,1)=y(i+1).Y(2050-TS*60-1);
    Com(i+1,2)=y(i+1).Y(2050-TS*20-1);
    Com(i+1,3)=y(i+1).Y(2050+TS*20-1);
    Com(i+1,4)=y(i+1).Y(2050+TS*60-1);
    % lower/upper frequency phase
    Lower_fre(i+1)=exp(1i*angle(Com(i+1,2)*Com(i+1,2)*conj(Com(i+1,3))));
    Upper_fre(i+1)=exp(1i*angle(Com(i+1,3)*Com(i+1,3)*conj(Com(i+1,2))));

    % ratio
    Lower_R(i+1)=Com(i+1,1)/Lower_fre(i+1);
    Upper_R(i+1)=Com(i+1,4)/Upper_fre(i+1);
end

% tone spacing
TS=10;
for i=0:9
    y(i+1)=load(['num2str(i)','.mat']);
    % frequency component
    Com(i+1,1)=y(i+1).Y(2050-TS*60-1);
    Com(i+1,2)=y(i+1).Y(2050-TS*20-1);
    Com(i+1,3)=y(i+1).Y(2050+TS*20-1);
    Com(i+1,4)=y(i+1).Y(2050+TS*60-1);
    % lower/upper frequency phase
    Lower_fre(i+1)=Com(i+1,2)*Com(i+1,2)/Com(i+1,3);
    Upper_fre(i+1)=Com(i+1,3)*Com(i+1,3)*conj(Com(i+1,2));
Upper_fre(i+1)=Com(i+1,3)*Com(i+1,3)/Com(i+1,2);
%ratio
Lower_R(i+1)=Com(i+1,1)/(Lower_fre(i+1)/abs(Lower_fre(i+1)));
Upper_R(i+1)=Com(i+1,4)/(Upper_fre(i+1)/abs(Upper_fre(i+1)));
End

%finding circle
%left 3rd order
x=0;
Num_Cir=0;
for i=1:8
  for j=i+1:9
    for k=j+1:10
      a=2*(real(Lower_R(j))-real(Lower_R(i)));
b=2*(imag(Lower_R(j))-imag(Lower_R(i)));
c=(real(Lower_R(j)))^2+(imag(Lower_R(j)))^2-(real(Lower_R(i)))^2-(imag(Lower_R(i)))^2;
d=2*(real(Lower_R(k))-real(Lower_R(j)));
e=2*(imag(Lower_R(k))-imag(Lower_R(j)));
f=(real(Lower_R(k)))^2+(imag(Lower_R(k)))^2-(real(Lower_R(j)))^2-(imag(Lower_R(j)))^2;
    Num_Cir=Num_Cir+1;
x(Num_Cir)=(b*f-e*c)/(b*d-e*a)+1i*(d*c-a*f)/(b*d-e*a);
  end
end
end

%refind center
meanx=mean(x);
covx=cov(x)^(0.5);
i=1;
j=0;
xx=0;
while (i<=Num_Cir)
  if abs(x(i)-meanx)<covx;
    j=j+1;
    xx(j)=x(i);
  end
  i=i+1;
end
Center_left=mean(xx);
Gain_need_left=abs(Center_left)/mean(abs(Lower_R(:)-Center_left));
i=1;
while
(angle((-Center_left)/(Lower_R(i)-Center_left))<0)||(angle((-Center_left)/(Lower_R(mod(i,10)+1)-Center_left))>0)
    i=i+1;
end

a=angle((-Center_left)/(Lower_R(i)-Center_left));
b=angle((Lower_R(mod(i,10)+1)-Center_left)/(Lower_R(i)-Center_left));
Phase_need_left=(i-1+a/b)/10;

subplot(1,2,1);
plot(Lower_R);
hold on;
plot(Lower_R(1),'o');
plot([0 Center_left]);
plot(Center_left,'*');
grid on

%right 3rd order
x=0;
Num_Cir=0;
for i=1:8
    for j=i+1:9
        for k=j+1:10
            a=2*(real(Upper_R(j))-real(Upper_R(i)));
            b=2*(imag(Upper_R(j))-imag(Upper_R(i)));
            c=(real(Upper_R(j)))^2+(imag(Upper_R(j)))^2-(real(Upper_R(i)))^2-(imag(Upper_R(i)))^2;
            d=2*(real(Upper_R(k))-real(Upper_R(j)));
            e=2*(imag(Upper_R(k))-imag(Upper_R(j)));
            f=(real(Upper_R(k)))^2+(imag(Upper_R(k)))^2-(real(Upper_R(j)))^2-(imag(Upper_R(j)))^2;
            Num_Cir=Num_Cir+1;
            x(Num_Cir)=(b*f-e*c)/(b*d-e*a)+1i*(d*c-a*f)/(b*d-e*a);
        end
    end
end

%refind center
meanx=mean(x);
covx=cov(x)^0.5;
i=1;
j=0;
xx=0;
while (i<=Num_Cir)
    if abs(x(i)-meanx)<covx;
        j=j+1;
        xx(j)=x(i);
    end
    i=i+1;
end
Center_right=mean(xx);
subplot(1,2,2);
plot(Upper_R);
hold on;
plot(Upper_R(1),'o');
plot(Center_right,'*');
plot([0 Center_right]);
grid on;

A1=Center_left;
B1=Lower_R(1)-Center_left;
C2=Upper_R(1)-Center_right;

% tone spacing
TS=10;
for i=0:9
    y(i+1)=load([num2str(i),'.mat']);
    % frequency component
    Com(i+1,1)=y(i+1).Y(2050-TS*60-1);
    Com(i+1,2)=y(i+1).Y(2050-TS*20-1);
    Com(i+1,3)=y(i+1).Y(2050+TS*20-1);
    Com(i+1,4)=y(i+1).Y(2050+TS*60-1);
    % lower/upper frequency phase
    Lower_fre(i+1)=Com(i+1,2)*Com(i+1,2)/Com(i+1,3);
    Upper_fre(i+1)=Com(i+1,3)*Com(i+1,3)/Com(i+1,2);
    % ratio
    Lower_R(i+1)=Com(i+1,1)/(Lower_fre(i+1)/abs(Lower_fre(i+1)));
    Upper_R(i+1)=Com(i+1,4)/(Upper_fre(i+1)/abs(Upper_fre(i+1)));
End

% finding circle
% left 3rd order
x=0;
Num_Cir=0;
for i=1:8
    for j=i+1:9
        for k=j+1:10
            a=2*(real(Lower_R(j))-real(Lower_R(i)));  
            b=2*(imag(Lower_R(j))-imag(Lower_R(i)));  

            c=(real(Lower_R(j))^2+(imag(Lower_R(j))^2-(real(Lower_R(i))^2-(imag(Lower_R(i))^2;  

            d=2*(real(Lower_R(k))-real(Lower_R(j)));  
            e=2*(imag(Lower_R(k))-imag(Lower_R(j)));  

            f=(real(Lower_R(k))^2+(imag(Lower_R(k))^2-(real(Lower_R(j))^2-(imag(Lower_R(j))^2;  

            Num_Cir=Num_Cir+1;  
            x(Num_Cir)=(b*f-e*c)/(b*d-e*a)+1i*(d*c-a*f)/(b*d-e*a);
        end
    end
end
%refind center
meanx=mean(x);  
covx=cov(x)^0.5;  
i=1;  
j=0;  
xx=0;  
while (i<=Num_Cir)
    if abs(x(i)-meanx)<covx;
        j=j+1;  
        xx(j)=x(i);  
    end
    i=i+1;
end
Center_left=mean(xx);
subplot(1,2,1);
plot(Lower_R);
hold on;
plot(Lower_R(1),'o');
plot(Center_left,'*');
plot([0 Center_left]);
grid on

%right 3rd order
x=0;
Num_Cir=0;
for i=1:8
    for j=i+1:9
        for k=j+1:10
            a=2*(real(Upper_R(j))-real(Upper_R(i)));  
            b=2*(imag(Upper_R(j))-imag(Upper_R(i)));  
            c=(real(Upper_R(j)))^2+(imag(Upper_R(j)))^2-(real(Upper_R(i)))^2-(imag(Upper_R(i)))^2;  
            d=2*(real(Upper_R(k))-real(Upper_R(j)));  
            e=2*(imag(Upper_R(k))-imag(Upper_R(j)));  
            f=(real(Upper_R(k)))^2+(imag(Upper_R(k)))^2-(real(Upper_R(j)))^2-(imag(Upper_R(j)))^2;  
            Num_Cir=Num_Cir+1;  
            x(Num_Cir)=(b*f-e*c)/(b*d-e*a)+1i*(d*c-a*f)/(b*d-e*a);  
        end  
    end  
end

%refind center  
meanx=mean(x);  
covx=cov(x)^0.5;  
i=1;  
j=0;  
xx=0;  
while (i<=Num_Cir)  
    if abs(x(i)-meanx)<covx;  
        j=j+1;  
        xx(j)=x(i);  
    end  
    i=i+1;  
end  
Center_right=mean(xx);  
Gain_need_right=abs(Center_right)/mean(abs(Upper_R(:)-Center_right));  
i=1;  
while  
    angle((-Center_right)/(Upper_R(i)-Center_right))<0)||(angle((-Center_right)/(Upper_R(mod(i,10)+1)-Center_right))>0)  
    i=i+1;  
end  
a=angle((-Center_right)/(Upper_R(i)-Center_right));  
b=angle((Upper_R(mod(i,10)+1)-Center_right)/(Upper_R(i)-Center_right));  
Phase_need_right=(i-1+a/b)/10;  
subplot(1,2,2);
plot(Upper_R);
hold on;
plot(Upper_R(1),'o');
plot(Center_right,'*');
plot([0 Center_right]);
grid on;
A2=Center_right;
B2=Upper_R(1)-Center_right;
C1=Lower_R(1)-Center_left;

Coe=[conj(B1),conj(C1);C2,B2];
RE=[conj(-A1);-A2];
KPhi=inv(Coe)*RE;
KPhi(1)=conj(KPhi(1));
KPhi
The program below is written in Matlab. All the programs in appendix F are for injection in a 16 QAM signal for Chapter 4. The first program is used to generate a 16 QAM signal with the injection. The second one is to measure the phase and amplitude of the spectral regrowth and calculate the injection for spectral regrowth.

```
Code=[0 1 2 3 randint(1,46,[0,15])];
Points_Symbol=10;
Roll_off=0.2;
Group_Delay=100;
Code_length=length(Code);
for i=1:Code_length
    if (Code(i)==0)
        Code_I(i)=3;Code_Q(i)=3;
    elseif (Code(i)==1)
        Code_I(i)=1;Code_Q(i)=3;
    elseif (Code(i)==2)
        Code_I(i)=-1;Code_Q(i)=3;
    elseif (Code(i)==3)
        Code_I(i)=-3;Code_Q(i)=3;
    elseif (Code(i)==4)
        Code_I(i)=3;Code_Q(i)=1;
    elseif (Code(i)==5)
        Code_I(i)=1;Code_Q(i)=1;
    elseif (Code(i)==6)
        Code_I(i)=-1;Code_Q(i)=1;
    elseif (Code(i)==7)
        Code_I(i)=-3;Code_Q(i)=1;
    elseif (Code(i)==8)
        Code_I(i)=3;Code_Q(i)=-1;
    elseif (Code(i)==9)
        Code_I(i)=1;Code_Q(i)=-1;
    elseif (Code(i)==10)
        Code_I(i)=-1;Code_Q(i)=-1;
    elseif (Code(i)==11)
        Code_I(i)=-3;Code_Q(i)=-1;
    elseif (Code(i)==12)
        Code_I(i)=3;Code_Q(i)=-3;
    elseif (Code(i)==13)
        Code_I(i)=1;Code_Q(i)=-3;
```
elseif (Code(i)==14)
    Code_I(i)=-1; Code_Q(i)=-3;
elseif (Code(i)==15)
    Code_I(i)=-3; Code_Q(i)=-3;
end
end
Input_Mod=rcosflt([complex(Code_I,Code_Q),complex(Code_I,Code_Q),complex(Code_I,Code_Q)],1,Points_Symbol,'fir',Roll_off,Group_Delay);
Input_Mod=Input_Mod(Points_Symbol*Code_length+Group_Delay*Points_Symbol:Points_Symbol*Code_length*2+Group_Delay*Points_Symbol-1)*0.6/max(abs(Input_Mod));

for j=0:9
    % Open file
    tti=['I0' num2str(j) '.txt'];
    ttq=['Q0' num2str(j) '.txt'];

    % Cubic injection
    Inject=Input_Mod.*Input_Mod.*conj(Input_Mod);
    Inject_fft=fft(Inject);
    for i=1:500
        if abs(Inject_fft(i))<0.1
            Inject_fft(i) = 0.1*Inject_fft(i)/abs(Inject_fft(i));
        end
    end
    % Sideband elimination
    Inject_fft(91:410)=0;
    % Inband elimination
    Inject_fft(1:30)=0;
    Inject_fft(471:500)=0;

    % Brick wall
    Inject_fft_w=0.2*ones(500,1);
    % Sideband elimination
    Inject_fft_w(91:410)=0;
    % Inband elimination
    % Inject_fft_w(1:30)=0;
    Inject_fft_w(1:90)=0;
    Inject_fft_w(471:500)=0;

    % Inject_fft_w=0*ones(500,1);
    % Inject_fft_w(40)=0.2;
Inject_Amp=0.1;
Inject_fft=Inject_fft_w*exp(2i*pi*(j/10))*Inject_Amp;%+Inject_fft_w.*Filter1.';%+0.5*Inject_fft.*Filter2.'+Inject_fft_w.*Filter3.';
Inject=ifft(Inject_fft);

ftti = fopen(tti, 'wt');
fttq = fopen(ttq, 'wt');
fprintf(ftti,'%18.17f
',real(Input_Mod+Inject));
fprintf(fttq,'%18.17f
',imag(Input_Mod+Inject));
fclose(ftti);
fclose(fttq);
end
plot(Input_Mod);
axis([-1,1,-1,1]);
xlabel([dec2hex(Code);dec2bin(Code,4)']);
--------------------------------------------2-------------------------------------------
Symbol_length=50;
Points_Symbol=10;
for File_Index=0:9
    load([num2str(File_Index),'.mat']);
    Covariance=xcov(abs(Input_Mod),abs(Y(1:500)));
    [M,Time_delay]=max(Covariance);
    j=File_Index+1;
    Out(j,:)=Y(Symbol_length*Points_Symbol*2-Time_delay:Symbol_length*Points_Symbol*3-Time_delay-1);
    In=Input_Mod.,'
    Length=length(In);
    In_fft=fft(In)/Length;
    Out_fft=fft(Out(j,:))/Length;
    if (File_Index==0)
        Gain=mean(abs(Out_fft(10:20)./In_fft(10:20)));
    end
    %Cubic_ref=(In).*(In).*conj(In);
    %Cubic_ref_fft=fft(Cubic_ref)/Length;
    %Cir(j,:)=(Out_fft-Gain*In_fft)./Cubic_ref;
    Cir(j,:)=fft(Out(j,:)-Gain*In)/Length;
end
%finding left circle
for fre=1:500;
    Cov(fre)=0;
    if ((fre>=31&&fre<=190)||(fre>=311&&fre<=470))
Pos=Cir(:,fre);
Num_Cir=0;
for i=1:8
    for j=i+1:9
        for k=j+1:10
            a=2*(real(Pos(j))-real(Pos(i)));
            b=2*(imag(Pos(j))-imag(Pos(i)));
            c=(real(Pos(j))^2+(imag(Pos(j))^2-(real(Pos(i))^2-(imag(Pos(i))^2;
            d=2*(real(Pos(k))-real(Pos(j)));
            e=2*(imag(Pos(k))-imag(Pos(j)));
            f=(real(Pos(k))^2+(imag(Pos(k))^2-(real(Pos(j))^2-(imag(Pos(j))^2;
            Num_Cir=Num_Cir+1;
            x(Num_Cir)=(b*f-e*c)/(b*d-e*a)+1i*(d*c-a*f)/(b*d-e*a);
        end
    end
end
Center=mean(Pos);
Cov(fre)=cov(x)^0.5/mean(abs(Pos(:,mean(x))));
Gain_need=abs(Center)/mean(abs(Pos(:,Center)));
i=1;
while
    (angle((-Center)/(Pos(i)-Center))<0)||(angle((-Center)/(Pos(mod(i,10)+1)-Center))>0)
    i=i+1;
end
a=angle((-Center)/(Pos(i)-Center));
b=angle((Pos(mod(i,10)+1)-Center)/(Pos(i)-Center));
Phase_need=(i-1+a/b)/10;

if (Gain_need>2)
    Filter(fre)=Gain_need*exp(2i*pi*Phase_need);
else
    Filter(fre)=Gain_need*exp(2i*pi*Phase_need);
end
% if (Cov(fre)>4)
% Filter(fre)=Filter(fre)/Cov(fre);
%end
else
    Filter(fre)=0;
end
end
APPENDIX G

The program below is written in Matlab. All the programs in appendix G are for L+I in a 16 QAM signal for Chapter 5. The first program is used to generate input signal for LUT measurement. The second one is to measure the input-output relation for LUT. The third one is to generate L+I input signal. The fourth one is to calculate the injection.

-------------------------------1-------------------------------------------

double Int;
Int=2/(2^11);
LUT_Input=-0.6:Int:0.6;
LUT_Input_=0.6-Int:-Int:-0.6+Int;
LUT_Input=[LUT_Input LUT_Input_];

%write file
tti=['I00.txt'];
ttq=['Q00.txt'];
ftti = fopen(tti, 'wt');
fttq = fopen(ttq, 'wt');
fprintf(ftti,'%18.17f
',LUT_Input);
fprintf(fttq,'%18.17f
',0*LUT_Input);
fclose(ftti);
fclose(fttq);
-------------------------------2-------------------------------------------

LUT_Out=Y(1:length(LUT_Input)+1);
for i=1:length(LUT_Out)
    if real(LUT_Out(i))<0
        LUT_Out(i)=-LUT_Out(i);
    end
end
LUT_Out=sort(LUT_Out);
Pre_Ang=angle(mean(LUT_Out(1:1000)));
LUT_Out=LUT_Out/max(abs(LUT_Out))/exp(1i*Pre_Ang);
LUT_In=linspace(0,1,length(LUT_Out))';

Ang=angle(LUT_Out);
for j=1:5000
    Ang1(1)=(Ang1(1)*2+Ang(2))/3;

if abs(Ang1(1))>abs(Pre_Ang)/100
    Ang1(1)=Ang1(1)/100;
end
for i=2:length(Ang)-1;
    Ang1(i)=(Ang(i-1)+Ang(i)+Ang(i+1))/3;
    if i<700&&abs(Ang1(i))>abs(Pre_Ang)/100
        Ang1(i)=Ang1(i)/100;
    end
end
Ang1(length(Ang))=(Ang(length(Ang))*2+Ang(length(Ang)-1))/3;
Ang=Ang1;
end
Ang=Ang-Ang(1);
subplot(1,2,1);
plot(abs(LUT_In),abs(LUT_Out));
hold on;
plot(abs(LUT_Out),abs(LUT_In),'r');
title('AM/AM')
subplot(1,2,2);
plot(abs(LUT_In),Ang);
hold on;
plot(abs(LUT_Out),-Ang,'r');
title('AM/PM')
for i=1:length(LUT_Out)
    LUT_In(i)=LUT_In(i)/(exp(1i*Ang(i)));
    LUT_Out(i)=abs(LUT_Out(i));
end

--------------------------------------------3-------------------------------------------
for j=0:9
    %Open file
    tti=['I0' num2str(j) '.txt'];
    ttq=['Q0' num2str(j) '.txt'];

    %cubic injection
    Inject=Input_Mod.*Input_Mod.*conj(Input_Mod);
    Inject_fft=fli(Inject);
    for i=1:500
        if abs(Inject_fft(i))<0.1
            Inject_fft(i)=0.1*Inject_fft(i)/abs(Inject_fft(i));
        end
    end
%sideband elimination
Inject_fft(91:410)=0;
%inband elimination
Inject_fft(1:30)=0;
Inject_fft(471:500)=0;

%brick wall
Inject_fft_w=0.15*ones(500,1);

%sideband elimination

%Inject_fft_w(111:390)=0;
Inject_fft_w(191:310)=0;
%inband elimination
Inject_fft_w(1:30)=0;
Inject_fft_w(471:500)=0;

Inject_Amp=0;
Inject_fft=Inject_fft_w*exp(2i*pi*(j/10))*Inject_Amp+Inject_fft_w.*Filter1.';%+Inject_fft_w.*Filter2.';%+Inject_fft.*Filter.'*0.3;
Inject=ifft(Inject_fft);

Input_Mod_temp=Input_Mod;
Input_Mod=Input_Mod+Inject;

for i=1:length(Input_Mod)
    j=1;
    while ((LUT_Out(j)<abs(Input_Mod(i)/0.6))&&((j<length(LUT_Out))));
        j=j+1;
    end
    % in the range for LUT
    if (j<=length(LUT_Out))
        Mod=(abs(Input_Mod(i)/0.6)-LUT_Out(j-1))/(LUT_Out(j)-LUT_Out(j-1));
        Input_LUT(i,1)=(LUT_In(j-1)+Mod*(LUT_In(j)-LUT_In(j-1)))*0.6*exp(1i*angle(Input_Mod(i)));
    else
        % out of range for injection
        slope=(mean(LUT_In(round(0.9*length(LUT_In))):length(LUT_In)))-LUT_In(length(LUT_In)))/(mean(LUT_Out(round(0.9*length(LUT_Out))):length(LUT_Out)))-1);
Input_LUT(i,1)=(abs(Input_Mod(i)/0.6)-1)*slope*0.6+Input_Mod;
if Input_LUT(i,1)>1
    Input_LUT(i,1)=1;
end
end

Input_Mod=Input_Mod_temp;

ftti = fopen(tti, 'wt');
fttq = fopen(ttq, 'wt');
fprintf(ftti,'%18.17f
',real(Input_LUT));
fprintf(fttq,'%18.17f
',imag(Input_LUT));
fclose(ftti);
fclose(fttq);
end
plot(Input_LUT);
axis([-1,1,-1,1]);
xlabel(['dec2hex(Code);dec2bin(Code,4)']);

Symbol_length=50;
Points_Symbol=10;
for File_Index=0:9
    load([num2str(File_Index),'.mat']);
    Covariance=xcov(abs(Input_Mod),abs(Y(1:500)));
    [M,Time_delay]=max(Covariance);
    j=File_Index+1;
    Out(j,:)=Y(Symbol_length*Points_Symbol*2-Time_delay:Symbol_length*Points_Symbol*3-Time_delay-1);
    In=Input_Mod.);
    Length=length(In);
    In_fft=fft(In)/Length;
    Out_fft=fft(Out(j,:))/Length;
    if (File_Index==0)
        Gain=mean(abs(Out_fft(10:20)./In_fft(10:20)));
    end
    %Cubic_ref=(In).*(In).*conj(In); %Cubic_ref_fft=fft(Cubic_ref)/Length;
    %Cir(j,:)=(Out_fft-Gain*In_fft)./Cubic_ref;
    Cir(j,:)=fft(Out(j,:)-Gain*In)/Length;
end
%finding left circle
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for fre=1:500;
    Cov(fre)=0;
    if ((fre>=31&&fre<=190)||(fre>=311&&fre<=470))
        Pos=Cir(:,fre);
        Num_Cir=0;
        for i=1:8
            for j=i+1:9
                for k=j+1:10
                    a=2*(real(Pos(j))-real(Pos(i)));
                    b=2*(imag(Pos(j))-imag(Pos(i)));
                    c=(real(Pos(j))^2+(imag(Pos(j))^2-2*(real(Pos(i))^2-(imag(Pos(i))^2)^2);
                    d=2*(real(Pos(k))-real(Pos(j)));
                    e=2*(imag(Pos(k))-imag(Pos(j)));
                    f=(real(Pos(k))^2+(imag(Pos(k))^2-2*(real(Pos(j))^2-(imag(Pos(j))^2)^2);
                    Num_Cir=Num_Cir+1;
                    x(Num_Cir)=(b*f-e*c)/(b*d-e*a)+1i*(d*c-a*f)/(b*d-e*a);
                end
            end
        end
        Center=mean(Pos);
    Cov(fre)=cov(x)^0.5/mean(abs(Pos(:)-mean(x)));
    Gain_need=abs(Center)/mean(abs(Pos(:)-Center));
    end
    while
        if (angle((-Center)/(Pos(i)-Center))<0)||(angle((-Center)/(Pos(mod(i,10)+1)-Center))>0)
            i=i+1;
        end
        a=angle((-Center)/(Pos(i)-Center));
        b=angle((Pos(mod(i,10)+1)-Center)/(Pos(i)-Center));
        Phase_need=(i-1+a/b)/10;
        if (Gain_need>2)
            Filter(fre)=Gain_need*exp(2i*pi*Phase_need);
        else
            Filter(fre)=Gain_need*exp(2i*pi*Phase_need);
        end
    end
end
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